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Cotparate News
Think o f Nerac as the ultimate '%ssarch
engine," Going beyond a traditional Internet ~$g:~~~:..~.~::i:~~~::,.:2j>J:
search, Nerac searches are performed for
,---....,..--,;:{jT
you by our scientists and engineers who
hawe access to the world's faremorst
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us a t (850) 872-7000.
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From technical problem-solving, to technology
tracking, to patent images, to document retrieval,
make Nerac.com your first stop for information.
0 2030 Nerac, Inc.

In today's information-based world,
researchers and librarians need the
most reliable tools for articte retrieval.
Your success is directiy related to the
innovative and cost-effective solrrtions
provided by y w r dscbtment stipgiier.
[nfotrieve is that company.

inform

u t your colieagues who are running for the 2001/G2 Special Libraries
Association Board of Directors.

Making Changa Hrappeix Stmi: Dcnning Tells %heStory GP Stmyi~iirery
When we thirlk cf storytelling, odr minds may return t o fond memories of chiidhood when
ON parents wouid read us a favorite fable or fairy tale. But, as Steven Genning of the Worid
ban^ discovered, storytelling car: also be a powerful tool for cataiyzing orgarlizatiorlat
change. I n hts book, The Springboard: h;uStorytelling Ignites A & G ~m Knowledge-Era
Organizations, Steve tells his own s t o y of storytelling and offers guidance t o other change
agents on how t o master the craft. Information Outlook sat down witb Steve t o fiqd out
more about The Spn'ngboard, ar:d t o learn $ow you can use storyteihg effecthely i n you:
organization.
GioBal 2000: hnpecthr of ,r Foreign Delegate
Brighton, a beautiful city i n the south of Englavd, was chosen as the venue fo: the second
worldwide co~ferenceon specia! Librarianship arranged by the SLA. Info'ormatbn professionals
from all over the world gathered i n the Brighton Hiiton Metropole Hotel t o discuss isshes
concerning the profession. Warietjie Marais share her thoughts on the conference and its
three keynote speakers.

Virtual SLA: A Wrap nip aF the Assee-iation"~2CaCjeS %itteisi, Fzssocn'ath !rriZs"akiivs
The Y2K Virtual Association FA) initiatives focused on further develo$ng the 'JA t o covtinue
t o remove barriers associated with access t o information. The VA initiatives were also
balanced and considered members' abilities and desires t o access infvrnation electronicaily.
This was done by assessing the qembership's and industry's needs and preferences as related
t o the eiectronic dissemir?ation of S N s products and services.
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',.':?+<hi:C. The QCLC TechPr~service

offers customized cataloging and physical processing of ater rials in all
bibliographic formats and In many languages at prxces that can reduce
overall cataloging costs. For details, caII 1-800-848-5878,ext 4386 or emaii marcia-stou',@oclc.orp.

Change has always been a significant issue for members of rhe information
profession. However, over :he last ~ w decades,
o
at ieast, prcfessiona!, goals have
evoived from coping with change to managing change to, now, leading change
and, as this decade begins, to leading the knowiedge revolution.
Who are the knowledge leaders among us? Ail of us, I hope, Kncwledge leaders
are those who are respected for their expertise as evaluators, selectors, organizers, and disseminalors of information and knowledge. That's us. Whiie our profession is currently positioned to take this leadership rcie, it is also experiencing
greater corr;,peti~ionthan ever before from those in other professions who would
assume our role. So, how then do we maintain our leadership rok? How can we
measure our own performance!
To be a knowledge leader one must also be a knowledge seeker, one who is
intent on expanding one's involvement with their industry bcth in terms of
education and personal interaction with colleagues. On: need to be knowiedge
seekers might explain why overall attendance at conferences is up in all r o f e s sions, why we like sessions that are case studies an6 why our networks of professional cclieagues are so important ro us. At a recent conference :attended, a
speaker observe2 that we learn best from human interaction.
Tc be a knowiedge leader then, one must seek new knowledge or, as I heard it
put recently, joic tke conversation on the prcfessionai issues of the day^ One
must seek visibility. French author and critic, Andre Maurcis, wrote, "The most
important qua1i:y in a ieader is being acknowledged as such,"
Joining the conversation and seeking new knowledge can mean =any things.
Wher, is the 'last time you reaC the literature of a ccmpering profession? What do
yoi: contribute to discussion lists? When will you take the time to write an articie
to share your knowiedge wirh others or prepare a presentation on a topic? What
do you do tc get to LXWa broad range of professionals in your organization?
What ideas have yon Sorrowed lately from orgacizaticns far different from yours
and have you successful!y applied them to your environment? Knowledge seeking
and visibility go hand-in-hand and add to your stature as a knowiedge ieader.
We need to ask these questions of ourselves because knowledge leadership is a
perscnal grofessional development goal that we must monitor like any other
performance eiement. We must set ourselves some persocai measurable
deliverables in order to succeed and hold ourselves accountable.
There are important conversarions takifig place today that need your inpur. How
do we educate the information professional of the future? How do we provide
remote digital service with a persona! touch; how do we nos? effectiveiy grow
our personal networks in a g'loba! environment; and how does SLA change to
meet the needs of the information professionai of the pxsent and fntzre? These
are j u t 3 few of the conversations you can join. !'ox profession needs yoilr
!eadership.

Donna Scheeder. SLA President
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h g e u We~e+veslnfk~M.Fd.
Wamn %I B~usiwessAwzrg;!
Carol A. Berger, president of C. 3erger
Group, lnc. (CBG) has been selected
tc receive The Easiness Ledger's "Influential Women in Business" Award
which identifies women who have
succeeded in their careers, who exert influence in :he community and
recognizes the challenges women
face ia the business world. Berger
will be acknowledged as a woman
who not only created a specialized
business \with C. Berger Group, Inc.,
but has also helped fierally thousands of information workers find
exciting aad rewarding enljloymenf.
CBC is unique in being the first Err.
in the Midwest to serve the library
and information managemat professions by providing library
outsourcing teans, professional and
clerical temporaries, contract and
project personnel, execartive search/
rec,xiting, and consulting and project
management services to clients nationwide. Berger's coEmitment to
excellence exteaCs jeyond CBG, to
fostering growth of rhe information
professional itself. She aclively participates in many professional organizations and has served as an officer i n t h e Speciai Libraries
Associatio3's Library Management
Division and Zliinois Chapter.

the Wayne State Universiry Libraries
from 1936-1969. The award estabIBhez in his memory jn 1974, ceiebrates his years of dedicated service
and recognizes the ontstanding contributions of others ro the University
Eibrary System. A nominating committee annually soiicis the names of
exceptionally qualified indgvidaals.
The award is made only if a qsaiified candidate E identffied. There
have been seventeen people awarded
this honor. Rec~pienrshave included
a member of Wayne State Board of
Governors, The President of the Uciversity, the Dean of Libraries and the
Associate Dean. One other faculty
has received rhis award. The w i ~ n e r
of the Przrdg Award for 2000 is Sndy
-.
xeld from the Library and Infcrinat:on Science :>rogran. The Pmzy
Award Committee cited her onfstandicg contributions to Wayne State
'Zniversity and to the profession with
special enphasis upon her service as
Presiden: of the Special Libraries
Associarion. Field has been an excellent ambassador to increase the recognition of Snlayne State University
in the state, across the nation, and
around the wcrld. Fieid is a pastpresident cf §LA, She is also a a e m ber of the Michigan Chapter as well
as the Business & Finance; Informatfon Technoiogy>and Library Manageo?ent Divisions.

courts, 220 federal courts, 14,057
judges and 5,1X clerks i s the federal coun system, the 50 states, the
Disrrict of Columbia, and U.S. texitoiles. This major reference work also
i n c l ~ d e sstreet adclresses, phone/fzx
numbers, Internet sites as well as
court jurisdicticn z a p s , a iist of
norr,inaf,iom for federal jndgesirips
and state court structure charts.
Other members of the BNA Library
staff who contributed is the book
include Laura Gordoc-_Mumam,Snsan Jones, Ihhc~dz OzieI, Le P h a a
and Karen Silber~Kitcheii is a News
Division M e ~ b e rand Treasurer of
the Washington, DC Chapter.

-

Kitchell Pubhishes Book
Catherine A. =tchell, senior reference librarian at the Bureau of National Affairs, with the rest of the
BKA Library staff, has just published
the 2061 edition of BNA's Directory
of State azd Fedem! Cozrts, Judges,
and Clerks. The 643-?age directory
includes iistings for 2,139 state

Tbe Leadership Team Larcy Letgis
foraed for the new Busirese Informarion Network at Arthur Aedersen
had a recent ~ e e t i n gir, Sew 'Jsrk.
W2ik hanging out ic a hotel lobby,
the tezm ai info pros noticed Ele singing group, The Backstreet Boys, were
staying at the same jotel! P~ctured
from ieft :a ng9t: Jan Rivers, EZizaSeth Pettit, "A:, ' -Martha Ranhn,
and Lscy Lett2

Security Institute, visit http://
www.jhuisi.jhu.edu.

Gate Group BUYS KG S a w

Jshns H o p k i ~ sLaunches
3Tmfg3rmatf-ioi-aSacsan"ty
Institute
The Johm Hopkins University, supported by a $10 million "seed giftp
is establishing a research center to
tackie the complex technological, legal, ethical, and prrblic policy challenges of keeping information private
and compu?er systems secure in an
increasingly electronic world. The
institute expects to complete a formal business plan in early 2001 and
will then search for a permanent director, solicit business partners, and
set up advisory coinrnittees. To learn
more aborrt plans for the Information

The Gale Group, an operating unit
of the Thomson Corporation, has
bought German reference publisher
KG Saur from lieed Elsevier for a sum
"not far off $50 million" on the road
to a truly global Gale Group. Gale is
enjoying considerable success with
its web prodacts in North America
but knows that, in the world of global conten? creation, it is weak outside this region. KG Saur will be a
springboard for the group's European
development. Further acquisitions in
this geographical area are likely. Gale
already owns Graham and Whiteside
in the UK. KG Saur was founded in
1949 and today employs approxi-

Cyberskeptic?

'; "
V

mately 90 people in its offices in
Munich and Leipzig in Germany, and
Berne in Switzerland. It pubiishes
predominantly in German and English, as well as in French, Italian,
Arabic and Chinese, and focuses on
reference works and bibliographies
for libraries and the book-srade as
well as
Who publications and
biographical reference works. The
company also specialises in editing
source material and reference works
on art, music, film, history, politics,
science and technology.

The CyberSkeptic's Guide is a
great newsletter; we rely heavily
on it."

-- Susan Klopper, Arthur Andersen

';

" I particularly enjoy its pragmatism.

V

'; "
w

Frankly, this resource eliminates
hype."
-- Susan Detwiler, Insighfs on S!'tes

The CyberSkeptic's Guide does a
good job of weighing the
alternatives from an information
professional's perspectives8'

-- Reva Basch,Secrets of the Svper
Nei Searchers

The CyberSkepficJsGuide fo Internet Research is a monthly news:etter from BiblioData.
$159 for one year (ten issues); $104 for nonprofit or individual subscriptions. Caii us at
(781) 444-1 154 or E-mail ina@bibliodata.eomto start your subscription.
Dept B
january 20Q:

ccqxrlrion kici.&e havicg a SLA student =en-hership
and applicants must be attendmg 3:s oz her k s t SLA

%A% E~ngineerhgk9.s"vz"sksnA~rtrounces
INSPEC'S Travel Stipend .SQ Atterrd Annual

~on~crcnce
INSPEC is sponsoring a $563.00 travel stipend award
for library scbooi students interested in attending the
annual Special LiSraries Association annual conference.
June 9-14,2061, in San Anto~io,TX. The IYSjSEC Award
will be given to the best essay snbmitted describing how
the changing nature of information affects the services
special librarians offer their clientele. Interested studects
must submit an essay of three or iess doubie spaced
typed pages. The quali6cations for enlering :he award

Conference. AII appEicants ~ u s provide
t
fu1E nawe, address. telephone number, s-mail address, and a one page
double spaced sta:e_xent of specific qaa!ifisatiom given
above. Please type yonr fuii 3 a n e [mi:Bo~r any additional personal informa~ion: a: :3e top sf each essay
page. Atso include the name oi yoar lijrary sczooi Deadline for Submission 1s March 31, 2001. The recipient of
the IKSPEC Award will be nctified by rhe first week of
May, 2001. S u k G : ail enrries for the award to. Bette
Finn(Gkair, SLA Eng, Div. Schoiarskfp Conmirteej Georgia Tech Library and Informatio~Center Georgia Jnstitu& of Teci~noiogyAtlanta, Georgia 38332-8990 Voice
~ 3 i I :1-404-894-1796 Fax:1-404-894-8190 E-mail:
betkfinn @libm-p.gatech .&a:

Saw Dr"egesChapter Celebrates A ~ w ~ ~ e r m y
The San Diego Chapter celebra";d its fortieth anniversary o c December 2, 2300, at the Marine Room Restanrant in La Joila, the s a r x scenk iocation chosen by
f o u ~ d i c gmenbers for the charrer meeticg in 196C:.Hour
ioumiers were among the sixty partkipanis, including
twenty past presidents and cnrren: presj.dect, Karen
Sharpe. The preside^? and president-elect fro= neighboring §cutkern Califsreia Chapler ~ttended,as did California rxrnbers; Richard B h e r and Bill Fisher, both
candidates for SLA President-elect. Cong:atuiations from
SLA Executive Director David Bender and other notables
were read. Anecdotes frcr; the Chapters Xstory were
presented by eigkt past presidents, Early ~zle;nSerschiefiy
worked :n the ~ i i i r a r yand the aerospace industry; this
has changed ta electronics, t e l e c ~ m ~ u n i c a tbiotechio~
Ail
who
q
o
k
e
landed
the
nolog): and p>armacearticais.
prcfessional and social benefits of librarians working
together to support and learn from each other. The featured guest speaker was §LA President, Donna Scheeder.
With the blue Pacific Gcean as a backdrop; she gave a
rousing t a l l on the r,ature of special librarians as drivers of change throughout our history that was a perfect
c o ~ p l e ~ eto
n tthe event.
The acnivewary celebration was 2 great strccess, enjoyed
by ail. Martha McPhail chaired eve@*,
planning, with aesistance from ~VichaeiPerkins and Karen Sharpe. The
San Diego Chapter, with its dedicated leaders and invohed members, looks ahead to many years of cocilnxing success.

is the latest volume in the Wiley Series in Crop Science.
?Vith comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of key topics
in the field, the references in this series are a vital addition
to today's affricultural science and industry literature.

Origin, History, Technology,
and Production
A coxplete reference work on one of the world's eight major
crops. Invaluable for scientists and professionds woihulg in all
areas of the sorghm hdustq; this unique resource explores a fulI
r a g e of important subjects, &om new techzoiogy to practical
advice on planting techniques and rates, nutfi~onmanagement,
p d k g : and worldwide utilization.

CONTENTS:
Origin z.6 History
* The Sorghm Plant
Cio&

Production 2nd Prodxtion H a a d s
Processhg and Products

736 pp. * $250.00 3s / $375.50 CAN

ALSOIN THE WILEYSERIESOF CROPSCIENCE
...

E~ndv~~m
Ftiad
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j~j-a~;
A W R Q L ~ *~-;~i"/f:
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Ree2ekz?z
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The pnrpose of Endownent Fnnd
Grants rs to support progra-ms dew'oped by S4Sa ChaFters, Divisions, ar
Committees that wiil ?.sther the scientlEc, literary, and educat~onalp x Fose for which the Special Libraries
Assodation is orgas~zedand operated. Ew~dsmay be giver for pnbiications, research projects, st:;dy
grants, conrinuing e d x a t i o n programs. p a b k awareness activities,
speciai stu5irs and reports, or inform a t i o ~disse~.katicn effor?s.
The Hudson Valley Chapter's project
will create a ternpiate for evdlraMng
and invigorating smali and n e Plum
i'
sized chapters within §-LA. Activises
will include a membership s:~rveyla
es~blisha basehe portrdt of Gle chapk r members; analysis of the survey
a26 focus groups inpm; deveiopment
of a smtegic pian for LCe Chaprer; and
reports to their nembers and SLfi leadership. This is a fact-fin&r,g; soiu5onoriented projes to ascertain
viab',lity of srr,alI chapters; 5ie "K&~airole"
arad direction C!e Chaster should tzie
to best xeet the needs of its members,
and provide a 5etter xnderstandiqg of
the dyixxnics of a small cfrapser. The
Chapter was awarsed $7,003.
The Geography and Ma? Divisios's
project will es~ablishan Associationwide resource for Geographic HnSormatior? Systems (GI§! awareness.
SLA membership will benefit as a
whole 5y increasing the understanding of the variocs applications of rhis

new information technology as more
libraries and irrfor~zationcenters Inc a r p r a t e GI§ into their parron service operarians. As =ore inforaaf;
. a n :ssers become aware of fire polestlal of GI§, inforamation r o i e s sionais will be caiied upon to assess,
acquire, and access geaspatiai infor~ a t i o c§LA
. annual conferences WE:
be he venue for tkis project. The
d:vision was awarded $5,720.

% : ~ ~ e y s a ~Sgedai
sga$
*
k$$r&ans Day &-jy;?~!na
>,-~ a n :
.*
April 5, dtrDi, Tkeme: A World of
Zrtforna&x 'WithinYmr Reach
icternationai Special Ilbrzians Day
jISDj, 5316 the Thursday of il'atio~al
Library Week, provides an oppofirrnity for infcmatian professionals to
promote their libraries' services and
accornpiiskments wi"/iii2their organizations. ~ S L Dwas created i r 1991 by
the Special Eibra.T;esAssocia5on. The
%sr celebration was sc successfid rhat
LCe Board of Directclrs approved z a k ing it an annnal evect. The year 2003
arks the tenth anniversary of ISLD.
Celebrate ycur dayi Meip c h n g e
peopie's atritndes, perceptions, and
understan&cg about what yox do and
the value yoz idd. Large or sEall,
your observarce @f ISED 263'1 will
make a afferecce. Iniersati~calSpecial LiSrarians Day is sponsored by
Factiva and :he Freedom Fomn

-

i~j$$ynzci~;r%S,
<-jyatr-ib&pe Pa3e.s

G h f ~ $ $2fj042
j
4.:

§LAacce;ts orders by p h o ~ efax,
, and
=ail. To order>call 1-202-234-4703,
or send your completed order form
(which can be found on our website,
7a7wv~~siapublishlng.orgj
by fax to 1202-234-2442

Studen.2 G P Q ~
SLA w e l c o ~ e Zorida
s
StaTe University
as a new skdest G r a q . The Family
Advisor, Dr. E!izzbefi Logan from &e
Sckooi of Library and iciormalicn
Stndies at Florida State University and
the Student Grcnp Presidert Selinda
Staui have developed a h n to f&%iIiadze; promote a116 provide kLfamation abour ihe benefits of SLPL membership. Their message is to Laf~rm
md
enwsage smdests to see <!e long tern
beness of medxrshig and the advzm
tages of parzcipating iI: chapter =eetings a ~ atd Amual Gmference.

Special IiiSrarians an2 isforznation
professionals from arocnd the world
attended the Giobai ZDCG Wcridw:de
Conferecce on Spezial LiSraria~ship
in Brighton, England. In Pkis c03ference publication, we have ccHectecl
a nuAmberof presen-?ianonswhich pertain to a wide variety of issnes facicg information professionals today.
While there may be vzs: differexes
in %rpqIemen:ation f r o n ~one corner
of the worid ro anoaber, these papers
clearly illnsirak the giobai nature sf
rke c h a h i g e s arid respnsibiiities of
infomation professionals. We accept
orders by phone, fax, and nail. Ta
order, caii 1-202-234-4903, ext 673,
or send yozr rompBe:ed order form
{which can be fonnd on our web sire,
~~ww.siapubiisking.org)
Fax to: 1202-234-2442.

We craft it into something useful.

Of course, you codd gather reguiatory irdormatior: on your
o ~ m . .and spend h o e s poring over website after website.
Instead, RegSca does h e hmting n d gathering for you.
We provide extensive coverage of the most current state,
federal, and international regulations available - then
package it so yo-; can instantly find what your company
needs to stay in co~.pliance. E-mails, sumnaries, and

electronic newsletters keep you inforrLedof changes before
they take effect. Azd we c a ~even
.
p t your masuals a - ~ ddata
online for easy updati~g,comparisons, and distribution. So
you'll have everyhxg k.one instantly accessible, continuously
current format. Effortlessly. Contact RegScm at 1-86.0-734-7226
ext. 1415 or mw.regscazcom, or e - m d ilio@regscan.coma d find out how usefui we c a be.
~ ~

Regscan ' is a trademark of RegScan, hc 02000 Regscan, L7c

Chapei Hil. She served on as ad hoc
committee to stsdy distrlbutioa of
state documents. -Miss Parrctt was a
rr.ember of Sigma Tac Delta, nations!.
honorary society for English rr,ajors
Smgsteu P a m t t
3eta Phi Mu; inienatioil_al honor
and
Sangster Parrorf died on Susrday,
scciety for Iibrary science. She was
November 5, at her home in Greenspresidem of the Epsilon Chaprer of
boro at the age of 7 7 , Among ker
Beta Phi M.a at UNC-Chapel Hill; a
nanny professionai acrivities,
=ember of Delta I<a.ppa Gaxma, honSangster was a long-time active
orary society for women educators;
member of SLA belonging to the
a mern5er of American Library AsNorth Carolina Chapter and Social
Science Division., Miss P a r r ~ r t sociation and of its descriptive catak g u i c g commirtee and its pubiic
gradirated fro= North Texas %ate
documenis subces.mit?ee. In the
College and received her master of
X.C. Library Association, she was
science in library science from UNCchair of the resources and technical
Chapel Hill. She studied adniristraservices division. She was a member
;ion at N.C. State University, Raleigh, and law librarianship at UNC- of Southeastern Library Association

and Special Libra~iesAssociatien.
She pubiisked a n c x b e r of pmfessional anicies. Miss Parrott was a
emsuitantfor the W.C.Sites C o m ~ i s sion and for numerous pubiic libr2.7ies in Sorth Carolina. in her career,
she conducted many workskops fcr
pubiic libraries. Frorc being a student iibrary assistant in high school,
she focused her care27 e c iibrary services in Texas and N o ~ hCaroiir~z.
She retired as associate proiesscr of
library edu.catiol=at UNCG. Since rePiremest, she was an active volunreer with Shepherds Center of Greensboro and a driver for Senim Wheels.

Special Lkaries Association

A power%! be-,chrr.arking tool that no special !ibrarlar: shouid be without!
Order tcday and use your's t o compare and contrast wages and other earrings of
thousands of speaal Iibrarians in varlous regions in the U.S. and Canada.
N e w features!
ir: additlor, to the data you've come t o depend on, this year we've i ~ c l u d e dmore
breakdowns by industry, size of library, title, respcnsibiiity and geographic regicri.
T h e book aiso c o ~ t a i n ssalzry data on the dynamic a d expanding responsibilities of
speciai iibrarians.

FiRd out bcw milch

yo^:

could get paid if you did this:

Knowledge Management
Ir,tranet/interne"cdeveiopment
- Database software design
- Marketing
- 1T administrazor
-

End this ir,format.tlon and more in the h t e s t saiary survey!
. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Prepsyment is req~iredfor ali orders. Orders are shipped via UPS and should arrive within 2-4 weeks.
Name
Street Address
City

Org.

Phone

S:ate/Province

Check enclosed
(US &liars o.n.iy)

BiI! to credit card

Zip/Pcstai Code
__

Visa

Mastercard

iSBX
10-871
1 i-519-3

AMEX

Dicers Ciirb

Expiration

Account #
Signature
Q~Y.

Country

1

Title
SLA Armual Salary Survey 2000

/

Member
$45.00

/

Yon-Mem Total
854.00

Phone 1-232-139-3673, Fax 1-202-234-2442, Emaii bocks@sia.org, Virtuai Bcokstore www.sia.org.
Special Libraries Association, Order Dept., 1700 i8th Street, NW, W-ashington, D C 20009 U S A

Past Employment: Associate Dean, Gradcate S:~dies & Research,
Sac Jose State University (1997-2000);
Professo$ School
of Library, Archivd & Infomarion S?nd:es, Uciversity of B ~ t l s h
Colcnrl;ia, Vancouver, BC (1997); Professor and Xssoci~teExector, School of LiSrary & Icfornation Scieeca SJSU {1988-97:; Assistant Professor and Assistaat Dean, Graduzte Schoo1 of Z b r q
& inlomation Science, U C X , Los hgeies, Galifonria (1981-88).
Education: Ph.D., Library & Ir,ionri&Am Mmagement, University
of Soi&e?n Gaiifarnia {1981); M.L.S.; State UrZversity of Xew York,
Geneseo, WY (19741; MA., History, 3niversi:y of Arkansas :'1$73);
BA, Bistory/Paliticai Science, University of Plransas (1972;.
S X &aster Activities: S m Andreas C h a p ? : 20th Anniversary
Planning Committee co-chair i1999-26.312:; pas: presidec: :199798j; president ('1996-97); president-Sect (1995-96); various activities including programs, nominaticns c1989-95j; Sorztfrem
California Cfiapter: Fast presidect (1987-58:; president (198687); president-elect (1985-85); various activities icchding programs, long range planning (l982-88).
SZk Division ActMies: Business d Finaim Diafsion: cocference
progrm p h n e r (1991-92);bulletin asscciate editor [mid-1980s);
t & r q M u ~ d z g mDivision:
t
leaderdhip c o ~ ~ b ~ d t(1
t e999-present).
e
SI41 Association Level Activeins: 2002 A m c a i Cocfere~cePlanning C o ~ m i X e echair {2600- present); Memkrship Task Force
member (2056-present]; Scholarship Cornnittee chair [ I 9 9 6
1998); Special Conmiltee on Zonpetencies for Special Lijrarians member (1995-96); Board of Directo~s[Chapter Cabinet]
[1992-94);
[1993-95); President's Visiocicg C ~ ~ r n i t ' l echair
e
Speciai Presidential Commission o e Xecruitmen:, Ethics, zed
Professional Standards (l991-92:; Professional Deveioi;zer,t
Conmi:?ee chair, co-chair, member (1986-93); Statistics Committee chain; memSer (1984-87).
Ether Prafessional Activities: Membershi? and a variety of activities in: American Library Associa~ion;Association of Librav
& Informztion Science Educators; Amerlcan Society for InformaMon Science & Technoisgy; California 3i5rary Assocl&ioc;
Gouccii of Graduate Schools.
Awards & Honors: Felic'in: Speciai Libraries Association {1998::
Mark Baer Award, S2n Andreas Chapter <:997): Member
Achievement Award, S a n t k m Galiiornia Chapter [a 989).
Publicatkns: mmeroas bocks, presentations, 2nd articles in journals such as Specid Libraries; L i b r a ~
Trends; L i b m ~ yU d ~ t n i s trcztion & Marzagernent: Jorrmal of Slbroiy iiGrnizistmtioiz; and
Bulletin of the iUedirel Liiirary Associo;ion.
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1 oezeve ~ . y
peviocs acti&ies o s o x board 0: directors, our Esioning committee, and oar Competencies cczxittee, as weii as my
y-..;,:pation
n
2ryrrr
with sirciia: efforts such as r:y ;.y:;ren: i r m h e x e n t
wi,th our Membership task force and osr 20'22 Gonfererxe Planr.in9
committee, reflects on my ab"lxy to work cccperative~ywith a fiverse gronp of people, heip keep the grcu? foi~sed,and prod.;ce
..
sm'ethiig of v a h . One 3f the major roles for our pres%ent is to
kee~
thn board on track asdressinc 3.e Sssiness of the Associatior.;
I believe r.y record of acco;n2i:ishxests der.onstrates y.57 capabili.. .
aes xc ?>is area.

Pas? Employment: digital technologies product marketing manager (1998-2005), technology strategy planning consnitan?
(1996-981, consultant, libraries and museums (1993-96), indnstry spxialist, libraries and museums (1989-931, library industry speciaiist (1986-891, senior librarian 11984-86); IBM Corporation; libray director (1981-82), assistant librarian (1979-811,
Snow CoiIege, Ephraim, Utah.
Education: B.S. State 'JRiversity of New York a?Stony 3rook, (99751;
M.Ed. Utah State University, Logan, UT (1979) ;M.A. (librariaship
& information management), University of Denver, CO (1983:.
SLA Chzpter Activities: Connecticut Valley: president {1995-96);
prograr. chair/president-elect (1994-95). Rio Gr~nde:keynote
speaker, lcternational Special Librarians Day (2000). Invited
speaker: Boston, Cincinnati, New York, and Phi!adeiphia chapters.
Professiond development workshop leader: Southern California
and Texas chapters. Member: Connecticut Valley, New York, San
Diego, Sozthern California chapters.

Recent Publications: "Interdependence Oa:iook for Information
Professionals at S W s Annual Conference" Library Hi Tech News,
vol. 17 no. 8, (2000); "Knowledge Leaders Discuss Roles as Creators of Information Future at SLA Annual" Library Hi Tech News,
(Sept-Oct 1999); "Integrating Technology Into Strategic Planning"
Information Outlook (February 5998).
?Xihat are the keys to the grow& nf Pke iniorrcatisn profession,
ft3 st~tm-eand its image?
GroWhwil:, come from a cooperative eFort with the new generation
~f information colleagues and useis across aii disciplines and cdtcres. Incorporating traditional sk?.k with new, expanded expertise
for working in a virnal environment is an essential pan of snccess in
the information wodd today. The amocnt of information and speed
of chaxge reg~iresflexibility and adaptahiky to deal with such change
and to exbrace it. The key to increased stature and a more positive
image of the profession is to match the strength of on: skil:s and
expertise with the needs of our organizations acd users, even wh2.e
in the rr;idst of constant chance and new chal:,enges.
idhat i-?your _rBisim fj3'3r the associadon dwiriag ymr rime in
c,%.-,e,and =$at legacy wa:dd ysu like t s leave behind? W3ar
i s BOUT s~'%.tegy
lo implernenr &is >+rc,.?
Ky vision is to see our Association providing programs and. services
which sugport the changicg needs of cxrent mezbers in enhancir?gtheir sk?.ls and knowledge, while also attractins many r.ew types
of information professior.als. The legacy I would like to leave be,.
nlnd is one of having !ead an effort to promote and strengthen the
capabilities of the Association to match t3.e needs of current and
potentia; mexbers in traditional and new informadon services roies.
I believe the strategy to accompBsfi this is thrcugh teamwork among
ali the members, staff and our vendor coileagces, as wet! as w;Zh
other professional associations. The virtual association capabilities
can be nsed as a key part of accomplisi?ing this vision. We need to
be icteractive, thick giobally, and ixplement progxams and services
that can be adapted to match local reqnire~entsand situations.
-3

SZA Division Activities: Museums, Arts & Humanities: member,
IvIen5ersfii,pCommittee (1996-97). Library Management: member, Homepage Committee (i994-95). Science-Technology: chair,
Nominations Connittee (1994.95:; division liaison, SLA Professional Standards Committee (1993-94); past chair, chair and
chair-elect 11991-94;; chair, Strategic Planning Committee (198891, 1986-87:; member, Long Range Planning Committee (198585); Awards Committee (chair, 1984-85; member, 1983-84).
Speaker and moderator fox Business & Finance, Library Management, Museums, Arts & Humanities, and Science-Technology Divisions. SLA Caucus Activities: Information F~tlzrists:convener (1995-97); founder (1995)"Gay & Zesbiar! Issues: co-convener and newsletter editor (1995-96). Professional Librarians
in Norc-Traditioml Careers: member (1995-98).
SLA Association-levef Activities: Setworking Committee (chair,
2000-0:; member, 1999- 2000); Board of Directors (1997-99) division a b i c e t &&/chair-ekct; member, Strategic Plan~.ingCommidee (1995-96); DACOLT workshop moderator (1996, 1994);
Il:omina?ing Coxmittee [chair, 1994-95;member, 1993-94);m e n her, Slseciaf ComEittee on Examination of Conference Change to
Weekend Fumat (1993-94); Speaker, SLA SOTA Institute (1999).

Other Professional Activities: Coalition for Ketworked Information: IBM Delegate (1993-99), IBM representative to SLA (199251; ASIS: treasurer, Metro-NY Chapter (1988-89). Member: ACRL;
RLA, LZA, AAM, ARLIS/NA, ARMA. Keynote speaker for Wisconsin Library Association and Colorado Library Association.
Awards &Honors: §LA Fellow (2000); judge, MCI Cybrariaa of
the Year (1998). Member: Beta Phi Mu, Phi Delta Kaupa Professional E&ucation Pratexi?y, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society.

F ~ p L i n1. care~r-.re-idtedaccourpiishn:,cnr ar:d haw its cmcome
wX8 relate . i
your
~success ol.:zh.i: h a r d c.i 6irec:or.s.
I have been involved with a numher of digital library a2d other
information management technology i*:iatives in r ~ ccareer
y
as both
a iikarian and. late: in a variety of enhanced roles. i have been able
to champion the icformatior. professional as a key participant in
information technology initiatives, especially to high level executives in zany types of organizations and in varions parts of the
world. These initiatives reqcired working with peopie in person,
and increasingly with many as virtual teax participants. Whether
members are across the room oz across the wort& aE shodd be able
to participate in some level of activ',ties, as well as take advantage
of services provided by the Association. Ny exexpe~ienceworking w?th
people of many cultures and backgrounds, dealing with technology,
and past wofk on the SLA ,Aoa:d oi Directors, provides a solid base
for leading the continned success of the Association.

Past Employment: Boston College: 'read, Referexe R: lnstructional Services (199'9-93); Labat- Anderson inc : Head. Li'srarlan/Coordinator [1991-94); Wdercl Eome Loan Bnnk of i',t!antn:
Manager: Library & I n f ~ r ~ a t i oServices
n
(1937-91); TA3PI: information Resources Administrator (1983-87); Life Coifge: Instrilctor & L'ibrarian [1982-83;; Canadian C~nsnlateGerzeml:
Information Manager {1976-8:) .
Education: M.S. in Irformation Sciecce frcm tke University of
.-.
iemessee; Certificate in Managezenr Deveiopmec:, from
Oglethorpe University; Yachelor's slegree with hip5est distmcticn from Northwestern University (Psych~i~gy:;
First Prcfess i o m l Examination oi the Lijrary Associa?ion, Schaoi of
Librarianshi?, ii-qeqooi.
§LA Chapter Activities: Illinois: Bulletin Editor (1978-81;; 6ecrgia: Chair, Education Commi:tee (1954435j; Program Chair (198586); Chapter President (1986-87); Director (1990-91); Bsstorr:
membes Logistics Cornzittee (1997-99;; T%asamr (1999- 01).
S= .
, rsmn
xV'
'
Activiees: Library -Manrr;geme:~t:Chdr, Mzrke5ng
Section (1988-89); Division Chak Elect {1939-90>;Ghaif (145.0911, Chair, Yylaws CoxmiKee, (1991-92); Chak, N o x ~ a t 2 n gCommirtee (1992-93); Chair, Awards CoEmit~ee 11992-932; Chair,
Membeehip Commit~ee:1994-95;; Listsezv A;Pdminist:ator (199596); Brrsiness and FirL~nct.:Pirectcr (1997-99;. 3 i x r s e issxes Caucus: mentor, EBSCO Minority Schohrshi? program (1998). Chemistry, Science m d . TechcoIogy, Infszxzrion Technokgy, and Ecvranmeztal and Keso.~rceManagenenr Divisicns pas: member.
S Z A Associalion-Level Activities: Public Relatisns Committee:
merr,ber j199'-92]; Research Committee: member iL995-96):
Ccnference Plaming CommitZee: Depnly Chair (1994:; h7smLinatizg Committee: Chair-Eiect 61997-98); Chair [i998-99); Task
Force on Simplification: member 2000-2031.

Awards & Homrs: Llbrary Masagemen': Divisioil Leadership
Award (19443; Primark Awarf: for Gutstacding Achievement in
Bnsiness Librarianship [2030>; Feliow of the Special Lisraries
Assodation [Pane 2300).
Other Professions! Activities: ASIS: Secrezary, Georgia Chzpter
(1996-70); Conference Chair (19%:. Chicago Librrtry System kfflliaies Ccuncii: Board menbe: (1980-513; Georgia Gonemcr's
Conference Gn Librades and Infsrmn~crrSerjlces: Special Zihrzrand
tes Delegate (1991). Mexnber of #LA, ACRE, KUSA,
%ihP.BS [Boston Association of A c a d e ~ i cBusicess Li3rarians>.
Publications: "Using Kezdy Refese.ence [software! cn the Regicjn
4 LAN," EPA Infdccess, Ncmber 23, (November 1992): 8-9.

"Supersilrvey Kesul:~," iibrcrry Management Quarterly, 14
[Spring 19911: 15-16. "Learning tc IEprcve Ycur Managexect

information outicok

Skills," Library Pda~~lgzment
Quar?zrly, 12 {Fdi 1589:: 5 7 . Bcok
review: "Crea:ing an Information Sermce" hy Syivla P. Webb.
disumaEof Doc-;mentation, 45 [December 1984): 292-293.

Past Employment: Cataloging Manager, St. Louis Community
College, Technical Services Department 11988-1992); Iniormation Specia2sts, McDonne!l Douglas Information Systems, (198188); Librarian Conscltant on Library of Congress Conversion
P r o j e c ~ ,Eiectronic Keyboarding inc,, (1980-81); Cataloger,
Peoples Gas of Chicago (1976-80); Librarian, Procon/Lmiversai
Oil Company (1975-76:.
Educatioz: Doctoral student, Saint Louis University (1999present); M.L.S., Empcria Kansas University (1975); B.A., Park
College (1974).
§LA Chapter Activities: St. Louis Metropolitan Area Chapter, PastPmsiden: [2000-200); Pujlic Reiations Committee Chair (20OGO l j, President (1999-2300); Progran: Committee Chair (199899); Affirmative Actim/Diversity Liaison (1992-present), Nominay&-g Committee (1988-89 and 1995-96); President (1984-853,
Long-range Planning Committee (1982-85); Hospftality Committee Chair ;1981-8.22; Illinois Chapter member (1976-80).

SLA Division Activities: Library Management Wigision: Professional Deveicpmen: Committee Chair (1988-89); Career Guidance Cozmittee Chair (1987-88); Infomation Technoiog:, Di.dision: member (1976-81).

§LA Association Level Activities: H.W. Wilson Award C o m ~ i t t e e
Chair [20@3-Ql;; Winter Meeting bed Arrangements Coordinator
2000, P~bl:cXelaiions Committee (1996-98); Candidate for the §LA
Board (1944-95); AtJanta Conference Program Planning Corxnittee (1992-94); Cataloging Committee (1990-94); Affirmative Action Committee Chair (1985-89); Standards Committee (1982-84).
Other Professional Activities: American Library Association
nenzber (1988-present); Missouri Library Associztion Member
(1991- present::; MLA Legisiative Committee Member (1997present); University of Missouri-Columbia, Library School Advisory Council (1994-981.
Awards & Eonors: National Instilute for Leadership Develcprnent Participant 1998; Kaleidoscope Leadership Development
Participant 1997; SEsh Diversity Leadership Development Award
1997; EIizajeth Owens 'Jrofessional Award 1997; Mathew-Dickey
Boys & Girls C l ~ b ' sRhodia Miller Memorial Award 1992; Who's
Who Among American College and University Students 1975.
Pubiications: [Nov. 2000). Wireless laptops and Local area networks. Presented at the League for innovation's Conference on
Information Technology, Anaheim, California; [Jan. 2000). Diversity i n a global environment. Presented at the Leadership
Development Ins?itute, Special Libraries Association, St. Louis,
MO; ( h n . 1998). Mentoring up ?he career ladder. I n f o m ~ t i o n
Outlook, 37-38; {Sea. 15, 1990).

What sre -23s kegs to the growrh of tke icfomation prcfessfon,
i t s statnre and its image?

Proactive responses versus reactive-Information professionals
should stay abreast of changes in the corporate world and r;.ake
positive moves that w3.i advance initiatives. We should identify a':ternatives and offer sousd thickins that is proactive and creative.
Stratecies-Information ?rofessionals shonld develop acticn plans.
We should reaiize t h t if a plan is not advanced immediately, it is
r.ot always because it lacks value. A1 a different cine yon: pian may
be just what is needed.
Competencies-Information piofessionai should conticuo.~slyacquire
new skiiis to maintain a competirive edge.
W ~ a isi your vrision fax :he aasaziatiai~&ring gonr time in
oftice, azd what iegacy!would yoc 5.ke to laaw behind3 What

is your strategy re implement rhis vision?
During my tenure, I want to embxace menbership deveiopment. I
want to help the association redefine itseif, embracirq a wXer group
of information professionais, who are involved ir. informa~ionpc5cy~ a k i n gplanning,
,
web developme~.t,and knowledce work, Ny vision is to add a different perspective to the association's board. The
legacy I hope 10kave behind is that of positive actions in the area
of membership development. With your vote, :plan to se'rve as :he
Chapter Cabinet Chair-elect. I want to serve the membership, and
w5at betxer way is there ?ha2 to serve the local leadership. I wiK
work to serve information professionals through ccKaboratics, ~ e t working and professional developmen:.
Explain a career-relaxed accomplisf3mernt and how its outcome
will relate ro your sncccss or, t?re Soard cl directors.
3uring ~y time as a Librarian with McDonnell Donglas (now Boeizc),
I worked wi:h systems analysts, corpcraie librarians, anti othexs
to devehp detailed specifications for a new library antoxation
system that would met our corporate needs. The team effort to
design, specify, develop and implea;,ent the antomated system took
several years, but in the end it proved XI be a ccliaborative scct or. my
cess. I was pleaseti to have my szpervisor c o m ~ k m e n me
ajiiity to understacd and interpret details to others who were not
familiar with the techno-jargon. I have tried to cievelcp p o d coinmur.ica:ion skills, especially listening, becacse I realize that t h e
are varying ievels of understanding ir, every environzent. As a
1 deta2-oriented ski>.ls
me3be: of the board of directors, I ~ 2 use
to stay abreast of the issnes and derisiox that ~..eedto be made
for the associatior.. I will also ntiiize listening skills to open to
commucication and solicit informatior. from the chapters regarding concerns that should be addressed at the chapte; cabinet or
association ievel.

Past Eaphyment: Assistant ,Manager, Reference Librarian, Price
Waterhouse (1993-98); Xeafference Librarian, K?MG, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada (198-3-93;.
Educatior,: B.A. j?sychoiogy) McGili University, Msntreai; MLiS,
McGiil 'Jniversity, Moctreai; Certificate in Compcter-Based Information Systems (M.I.S.), McGiil University, Montreal,
§LA Cha~terXct.ivi*;ies:Emtern Canado Chapter; Secretzry :199%943; Ghair/member of :he Con:ir,uing Education, Nom~nating~
Technology, "blic KeLxirns coxmittees; S M Srudect Group
President, McGdli University

SLA Divkkx Activities: Infirmation Technology Divisio~:Chair
(1998-2GC1), Program pIanner 1995 Acnnai Conference,
Montreal, Chair, Infcrmaticn System Section (1997-98); also
member of !he Advertising & Marketing, Euslness & Finance,
Library Management, TranspoZztioc, Communica:isns Divisions.
SEA Associadon-Level Acdviiies: Member, Si~~piilication
Task
Wrce (2C00- present), MemSer; 1nforma:icn Today A w a r ~Committee (1996-98).
Other Professionai Activities: Society for Competitive Inteliigence ?rofessiocaIs, member (199%preser,tj; w e s t speaker,
McGiIl University Iibrary schsol; Curriculum Advisory Comxittee member for Montreal-area iilsray :echnician prcgrarr,.
Awards & Honors: §LA Meckler Award isr Innovaticns ir, Ye&nology (1993); SLA Eastern Canads. Chapter Awazd-highest
standing ir, Special Libraries conrse (1989); Ivl-Sill University
Janet Agiiew Scholarship (1988;.
Dubiicatioiis: Regular contributor :o §LA newslette~sand builetins (ECC acd ITE;, Libra?y Xi-Tech News, Blrsir~essInfomat7:cn
Review, journal les Affaires (Qnebec busicess newspaper).

information ~ ~ t i r l r r a k

Past Employment: Senior Information Scientist, Research Library,
Bristoi-Myers Squibb Co., (1988-96); Technical Information Ceriter, Occidental Chemical Carp. (1987-88).
Edumtion: M.L.S., %ate University of New York at Buffaio (1987);
3 5 , Double Major, Social Sciences and Humanities, Clarksoc
University [1985).
SISi Association-Levei Activities: Strategic P l a n i n g Committee,
Menber (1996-97),

~
SEA Chapter Activities: Upstate NY Chapter: B u l l e t i ~Editor
(2000/01-present); Consulting Chair (2000/01- present); Business Manager for Programs (1999-2000); Membership Chair
(1993-99); Nominations Chair (1997-98).

§LADivision Activities: Biological SciencesDivision: Professiona!
Development Committee, Chair (1994-95;; Member (1992-93 &
1993-94); Engigineering Division: Standards Roundtable Chair
[1998-present]; Pharmaceutical Division: Strategic Planning
Chair 1999/2000 - present); Archivist (1998-99); Past Chair
(5997-98); Ijylaws Chair (1997-98); Division Chair (1996-97);
Chair-Elect (1995-96:; Bulletin Editor (1993-94 $1994-95;.
Other Professional Ac~ivities:In addition to the following positions 2nd appoinments, Karen has given numerous presentations at Local, regional and national library conferences. Beta
?hi iViu, Member (1987-present); Medical Industry Infomatioc
Report, Editoriai Board (1997-99); Medical Library Association:
Academy of Health Information Professionals, Seaior Member
(1998-2003); Upstate NY and Ontario Chapter, Government Relations Chair (1998-99 & 1999-2000); Society of Competitive
Intelligence Professionals, Member (1996-present; ; Standards
Engineering Society, Member (i999- present); Visiting lecturer,
SUNY Buffalo 11994); Western NY Library Resocrces Council:
Board of Trustees $000-05); Regional Automation Committee,
Chair (1953-94 & 1994-95) ; Member (1989-2000); Continuing
Education Committee, Chair 1992/1993; Member (1991-92);
Western KY Health Sciences Librarians, Past President (1995963, President (1994-95), President Elect (1993/94], Newsletter
Editcr {1992/93-1993/94); Executive Board Member-at-Large,
(1990/91-1992/93).
Awards & Honors: SIX Pharmaceutical Division, Distinguished
Member Award c2000); Westwood-Squibb Pharmaceuticals MTC
Award sf Exceilence (19881.
Publications (selected]: Esmblishing a n Information Center: A
Practical Gilide. London: Bowker-Saur, 1999. In addition, Karen
has published several articies and book reviews in library scence
iournais and newsletters.

Whar are xhcr keys 20 the grcwrh of :ne iotor-n;.atio-n.:sr&!ssion,
i t s sbicrre a16 its image?
How we are perceived by others di~ectlyinpacts the profession's
image, statnre and potential for qrowyh. SLA must work with other
...
mrary and related orcanization to ed~cate"oatsiders," par-liciiiariy
hsiness execiitives, on the critically impcrtant and unique ssknis
ififormationprofessionals bring to an organization. It is also imporrant for SLA to provide concrete tools, diversify proqrams, and pror ~ varied professionai positions and revide services that s ~ p p o the
sponsibilities onr members undertake. SLA sjhouId create model job
descriptions that accurately refiect these changing roles in a variety of sectors. Kazy industries look at psition descriptioxs in comparative companies. Our roles and sk2is sets have evolved; it is time
SLA provided prototypes desc~iptionsand set the s~andard.

I woald iike to see the association reach out directly to lrbraxy school
st:~dents,and play a more significant roie in inf-uencing 3braxy
school curricula. SLA sshou!d increase involvement w i t 3 library
schools and lobby at the ALA-accredkaticn Level to make sure that
coarsework in special library skills sac?. as knowledge/cor.tent Fanagement, b~sinessintelligence, and stxategic planring and analysis
are required as %artof re-accreditadon. Ensuring new l2or.zxar.s have
the necessary ccmpe:encies is critical to the future success and
positive perceptior, of our profession.
The work of the SLA Information Services Panel on benchmarknc
needs to he further developed. A solid body of information regarding staff size, budgets, including roles and responsi:si8ties for like
industries, will ecable members to jusdpy and improve their positions within their organization.

C q r L t i r ~;I mrxer..:&led accnmpiish!nnnr npld b t w k s za:r;cnrrie
will utr.?a?o<uyour sxc;a*; ci1 :13c ?>ilxd n: rlixe<r.rs,
I started the Information Xesources Cente: at ACTS Testing Labs as
a one-person library. Four years later, I was mazaging a staff of
seven. Th:oi.gh speaking, consultinc, xentcring, and writing (including publishing a book on the topic), I have Seen able to share
informaticz on the "how-tos" of estab'.i~~ng
the value of rhe informatiox center and the information professional. I think I hzve been
paiticuiarLy sacccessfulin providing "practica:," inknation and techniques, which can be adopted and immediately apptied in a vaeety
of settings. A position on the Board will ecable n e to influeme
policy and program development, and prcvide a fomm for guiding
SLA members on effectively conmunicatincj the persona; and professiczal vaice they bring.

Pas: Employ~ent:Librarian Senior -wit> the Xew Mexico %ate
Higlmay and Transportation Depa3xect ane the Aiiiance for
Transpoxlatior Research j199i-961; Xead of Map 2nd Geographic
Information Center (MAGIC), Centenniai Ssiecce and Engineering Library: University of New- Mexico (1988-92); Map Room
Macager with G o v e r n ~ e n hXications
t
and Maps Deparmect
(1581-881, University of New Mexico Zimmermar Library; Clericai Specialist Gcvernmen: Publicatiorr acd Maps, C'civersity of
Mew Mexico Zirnmernan Library (197?-t?I>.
Education: M.L.S., E~iversi2yof Arizona (1990:; M.A. Geography, 'u'niversity of New Mexico [1-384:; High Performance Teams
Manage2er.t Skills Training, University of New Mexico (1993).
S X CGapkr Activities: Rlo Gmnde Chapter: past president (199697); president (1995-96:; president-elect and program chair (199445); strategic planning chair (1997-preser~r);govemrr,erG relmions
chair (1999-present] R e g i r d Pdvities: P i a x k g Cors&ee (199496:. for Soilthwes; Xegionai Conference, Aibnqcerque, SM Oct.33Nov.2, 1996 a d Locd kangements Comr.i%ee (1995-96::.

SLB Division Activities: Transportci?fmDivisisn: menber (i99296:; i i b ~ a i Management
y
Giuisien: mer:ber (1997-present).
S7L4 Association Level Activities: EACOLT sessiori discussion
leader 2995 Annual Conference; Governmect Affairs and IntelIectua! Froperly Cornnittee, 1999-2002.
Other Professicnal Acrivities: Amekan 3 b r s . q Association 1198492, 1996-present) Map and Geogaphy Xourd Table [MACEX]
Secretary (1985-89);MAGERT Membership Comni?tee (1984-90:.

Western Association ci Map Libraries, (1984-92:; New Mexico
corririjuting editor to h f c m n t l o n Snlle?in :1S57-SZ;; New -Mexico
Geographic Information Council (1934-94), Chair Pnblic Awareness and Education Committee (1985-34). Board of Directors
(1992-943; New Mexico Libray Association [1934present>;Mocnlain Plains LiLPrary Association (l9S9-present>.

rJebiicz$ions/Presentaticns [seiected:: "Zxploration as Odyssey:
the Mapping of Carlsbad Czverns Natiocal Park," I r Expcclomtion and Mapping of rhe National Perks. Jenny Marie Johnson,
ed. Winnetka, IL: Specelun Orbis Press, 1994. Seavey, Charles
A. and Heather K Rex, "Users and geographic area of interes: in
an academic n a p coliectior: 1983-1959: implications for coiiect-.Ln developrr,ent," Meridian, no. 7, 1992. '‘A VaIue St.~dyModei
for a State Agency Library" presented to NM state agency Iibrarians (March 1996) an6 Legislative Xesearch Librarians ci h e
National Conference of State Legisiarures (October 1997).
Sourcebook fm Mew Mexico Geographic h f a n c t i o n , New Mexicc
Geographic I~formationCouncil, 1991. Numerous book reviews,
softwzlm yeviews, and newslerter articles in Iocai 3116 ns_tiocai
pcbliratiors (1485-present).

Past empioyment: Chief, Economics Division, New York Public
Library (1984-92); Librarian, New York Pubiic Library (197083); P~rchasingAgent, Philips International (1966-70).
Education: lMzsler of Afls, Poiitical Science, New School for
Social Research (1934);
MLS, Pratt Institute (1970); Bachelor of Business Administration, Barbch College (1969).
S M Division Activities: 3usiness and Finance Division: Chair
(':993>; Fundraiser (1998- present); Roundrabfe Coordiaar.or
(1993); Member (1973- present); Advertising and Marketing
Division: Member (1970-present).

.

Other Tjrolessional Activities: Adjunct Professor,Rctgers University, School of Library and Information Science ji97G-present);
Adjunct Professor, Palmer School of Library Science (1995);
Adjunct Professor, Columbia University School of Library Science (1982-86).
Awards and Honcrs: American Library Association,Cale Award
for Excelience in Busmess Librarianship (1998); Special Libraries Association, President's Award (i993); Special Libraries As.
sociation, Disc!csure Technology Award (1992); Member Beta
Gamma Signa, Business Honors Society.
Pubkcatiom: Data Sources for Business and Market Anaiysis,
1983 and revision 1993 Scarecrow Press (LJ Business Books of
the year): Smail Busmess Sourcebook, Gale Research,l983
(American Libraries Outstanding Reference Sor;rces); Serials for
Librmes, Neal- Schuman.1985; CIRR Corporate and Industry
Research Reports Index, 1933.

What are :he keys to the growth of the infmxnatiori pmsessf~n,
its statnre and its image?
Cagita!ising on the newfound respect accorded to i~formationprofessionals is key to success. The ski!.!s needel: to rr.axi~ize effectiveness in the sew information arena are the skill of ths
librarian and the value of these taieets needs to constantly be
stressed. Content, its identification, arrangement and delivery is a
commodity we have ~ a s t e r e dand stressing this mastery is vital to
our professional fcture.
W5af is your vision tor ?he associatior during yosr time in
office, and what legacy would you iike tc leave behind? What

is yorrr strategy Q;. impiernent &is vision?
Lessixing the arbitrary boundaries between the different areas in
which the members work is a goat I wonld iike to foilow. I would l i ~ e
to >e able to help to strengthen the assciarions role in defininc the
information professional as a perso:: who deals with inforzaticn
wherever and wbeceve: the oppo:Wci:y presents itself and. not as a
person who works in a particular library vence.
Explain a career-related accoxlylishmerct acd haw its oatcome
wilI relate to your success on the hoard of directors.
I a x very p:oud of the fact that as chairperson of the board of ?AiS
I was able to lead the organization h r ? , a near Sankmptcy position
to a position as a strong member of the OCLC faxily. Learning from
the complicated legal,business and personal issues that had to be
resoLved during the long grocess of the merger and the resolution of
these issues wili serve me well in dealing wizh the xyriad of association issues facins the h a r d .

Past E ~ i p l o y ~ e nInformation
t:
Directo~Nationai Ene~gyInformation Center Affiliate, Departmeet of Energy, Unive~sityof New
Mexico, Albuquerque, MM i1978); Manager of information Technology, NASA Technical Appiicatioc Centez (TACj University of
New Mexico, Al'ouquerque, NM (1996-78;.
Edccation: Grasiuate study in Botany a d in Information Science,
University of New Mexico (1974-75) ; BS in Botar,y and certified
in Secondary Education, Eoiversity of Wisiocsin (1970) with Field
Courses taken at the University of Minnesota, itaska (19672.
SLA Chapter Ac;ivities: Rio Smnde Chapter: chair, Mozr:inations
(19831; Chapter President (1979-80); chair, Employ=ent (197879); chair, Membership (1938-79:; chair, Career Counselcr (197879); Chapxer Vice President (1978-79); chair, Special Projects
(1976); namerocs other commi;tee positiocs.
§LA Division Activities: I ~ f o ~ n i i Techno!ogy
on
Dii~i~ioTI:
rmmber, Networking Committee ('1988-50); DACCLT Committee
(1989-90); Nominations Committee 11985, 1991;; Di:risioc Cabinet Electronic Mail (1984); Executive Com=i?tee ITE (1983-85;
1988-89); Chair (1984:; Chair Eiect [1983).
§LA Associatior, Level Ac?~vities:SLA Voticg Representative for
NISO (1592-present); chax, Technical Standards Conmktee
(1992-present; ; Special Commltke for Xeview of Non-serials Publications (19921; Board of Directors Division Cabinet Chair j199092); Nominations (1986); Directory Coami~teeJoint Cabinet
(1984); Long Racge Plan (1981-82:.

Other Professional Activities: Local, mgianal, ad ~ationailevel
suppori ar,d participatioc in infona%x industry related associations and organizations. Serving or has served on 5-12 aoards of Lie
foEowing organizations: American Society for Infomation Science
[Past President); Associatio~for Icfcrnation D i s s e ~ n a t i o c:Twice
President] Documenb~tionAbstrac?~( T + c ePresident) (3oard of
Directors 2990-'1997); National Information Sbndx3s Organization ( S U representa!he :o NISOj Software azd Information Indcs'
qAssociation {Treasurer>;NFAE - ( C u ~ e cTrfasxer>.
t
Awards and Zonors: The ASIS Watson-Davis Award (1996;; The
Special Libraries Associaticc Presidect's Award (Juce 2033);
Guilford's Who's Who, 1994-95 Editios; Who's \Vko WorIdWide
Registry, 1594-95 Edition; Who's Wno registry of Global Bnsiness Leaders, 1993 Edition; Who's Who of Emerging Leaciers in
America, 4" Edition, 1992; Whc's Tj\rhcXegistry of Business
Leaders, Platicnm Edition, 1992; Official Registry of the Who's
Who of American Business Leaders. 1991 Zdilion.
Pu5lica:ions: Over 200 articles aod Fapers for prsfessiocal and
scholarly journals, inhrma+ion icdustry ;zuSEcations, and presentations at conferences, other neerings, and workshops.

yd:lat, aye &e keys
z i e g j - ~ : hcf the ,xfc~-s,&j.32.p - o h s i o . ~ :
its sratnre acd its icmgel
*Ti.

We zus"-,ay close attention to three ti-jncjs in the inforr;..ation
. .,, . .
profession; standards, mg..laticns an?,the enaxcng ;egsiatio.-. and
t>.e acdvities in the no? US parts of the hcsizess. Srandards are the
u c d e r i y 5 ~infrastmcxze :hat xabe the excbange cf infor~ation
and the accoqarqring commerce possible. Wiiho:~t?:".err. we will
?.or have coatimed growti Choose the wrong ones for i-5e US and
we re3 be ostdistamed by other natioas in ~ k i sp:ofession. Gnr
standards bociies ate being overtaken by the quasi-standards g:o:rps
snch as W3C for excellem reasox We shoaid take a seat .with those
who are making a di5e:ence ia our profession and hel:, drive those
acticss wEch affect 2s. Legislatior. most take the !on5 view ar.2
.,.
not be distracted Xy speaa; rnterest groaps wit:". short term hc:izocs. The delay of the tax on :he Isternet, clear copy:ight, compi. ..
. , ..
:a+lon and -sage c p c e a e s +hat protect an6 enconrage grodnction
and use of =ateriais, ezsy exchange w3-c::
escrypioa of iaformatic- and a balance of pzivate and -,ubIic sector rcIes ir, provisior! of
informtion will all take carefal study a r , k t ~ e n t i o nby the SLA
Board. The informatior, professiori is nc lo?.ger resrricted :o :he CS
and a few Enropea-. Xarions. India, Si~gapoiear.6 others are moving qijickly tc become the Ixfcrmation Base;.:.. The U S lacks an In..formation Policy, while the Euro~easCr,ion has come cp wrn exhausdve ?ol:,cies for informatior. a?.d other intelecYmi proprty.
The EGropean Gi:ective has been adop?ed by a?. of their nations. Vis
are starting to hi:, behind. We wiii caxh np agak by pagng attm:!or! axf taking actions to positively affect o x ?zP~res.

core ideoiogy? And even if =any are
artempting to do so currensly, is t i e
attempt being ~ o m ~ u n l c a t ecord
~eztiy?There is mtrch s o r e tc the
storj that Coiiin and Porras expose
in Built to Lmt. But the creation of,
a core ideology
and adherence kc,
seems to be the primary starting
paint for visionaqr organizations.

Purpose: An organization's fnndamental rea.sons for existence beyond
just rr,aking ncney-a personal
guiding star on rhe horizon; not to Core wirxes + Pr~'poba
be confused with specific goals 31- -.: Con. I d r ~ i a g y
business strat,g' Es.
If your organzzarion doesn't have a
core ideoiogy, coasider :he followDuring a staff meeting last month, Visionary companies are inclined to ing vaiues fro= severai major hterthe staff at S U InternationaI Head- iunction -with a foundation steeped national corIpanies. Maybe yon can
quarFers spent some time consider- in their core ideology It need not be learn from then.
ing whar drives the organization.
considered reasonable or acceptabie 3M Corporation
weren't looking for the external fac- in the eyes of shareholders or cusIcnovation: "Thou shaik not kiii a
tors; we were deternining the inter- tomers or the gubiic. 11 does not
new product idea"
nal factors that make our organiza- change direction to foiiow trends or
Absalute integrity
tionai clock tick.
fads. And market conditions are not s Xespect for individual !~i",a%ive
and personal growth
alicwed to affect core ideologies. In
The impetus for this discussion was facr, mosr core ideologies nake no s Toierance for honest mistakes
ProdLlct quaiity and reliability
a book written by Jim Collins and mention whatsoever of the products,
lo Lmt, Coiiins services, or markets served by their
k r r y Porras. In
'byaLMart Stores, lncomocated
a ~ Porras
d
shed light an rhe quali- respective organizations.
"We exist to provide value ro our
ties and values of visionary compacusto~~ers"
- to make their Ikes
nies. Several threads were identicai Is there a '"right" ideology? NO!! In
Setter via lower pmes and greater
i~ all of the visionary cornpan'ies re- Btahlt tc Lasf, Collins and Pcrras
selection; a11 else is secozdary
searched by the aurhors. Most promi- foznd nc "specific ideological connent was the presence of a core ide- tent essecfiai to being a visionary o Swim Upstream, Suck eonven.
tional wisdos~,
ology that firmly rooted the company. Ratker, &ey found :hat the
Be In partnership with enployees
company's direction and focus for authenriciry of rhe ideology and the
VJork w k s passion, commitment,
exrent to whick a company attains
the future.
and enthusiasm
consistent alignment with the ideolRun lean
=ore than the content of
The American Heritage H ~ ! c ~ ~ o P z Gogy
P ~counts
,
P u r s ~ e ~ e .r -. ~ g rgoais
~er
third edition, defines Ideology is de- the ideology."
fined as ""the body oi ideas rececting the social needs and aspirations Now ccnsider what core 1deoIogy Walt Disney Company
of an individuai, a group, a cIrass, or exists in your organization. Why 8 S e cynicism aliowed
a culture." In Built t ~ Last, Colias does it exist? Who created it? Mow s Fanaticai a~tentior:lo consistency
and detail
and Porras nore rhat a core ideoiogy long has it been in existence? Has it
is made up of a set of ccre vaiues been changed fm marketing or finan- e Contizuous pcogress via cmati'dity,
dreans, and ;magination
and a purpose that drive an indi- cial expediency? Does yo7m &par?%
Fanatical
control and preservation
ment
align
its
operatiom
to
th?
vidual or organization forward, a set
of Disney's "nagjc" Image
of principles that guide t h e r ~to suz- organization's core ideology? Many
cess and through tough times.
So many in the information profesCore Values: An organization's es- sion struggle to convey vaine and
sential and e n d u ~ n renets-a
g
small worth to decision-xakers in their
set of genera: guiding principles; not organiza;ions. Could it be that, to
to be confused with specific cuitural effecriveiy communicate such value,
or operating practices; not to be com- we need to ensure that our value is
promised for iixancial gain or shofi- aIIigned with-and meets the requirements of-the organization's
term expediency.
@

@

@
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ligent. Resourceful. Pr
Meet Pactha Publisher.
A welcome addtion to your intranet team.

Sfst of a?, as a k ~ ~ w i e d gmanage:
e
you'll extend your indexing 2x.peeise to
the intrarlet. Aoply Factiva inteliigen: indexing topics-company, indsstry and
geographic terms-to

internal documents, so end use:s receive the critica!

business facts they need-from

a iingie site.

To find out mcre, visit wwvv.factiva.com
Dow Jones& Reuters

YCLOPEDIA OF MAT
NCE AND TECHNOL

strateaic
Does yanr organfzatise provide
employee driven inkem&
training?

During a recent bout with izxomnia, I
was curIed up w i G ~the remote aimlessly nipping through TV channels. I
had given up my search for "quality
p r ~ g r ~ m i n g when
,"
a commercial
caught my eye, From what my tired
mind could understand the fast talking spokesman was pitching a book.
Not just any bcok, mind you, but a
"money detector." I listened, and the
pitchman's enthusiasm m7as contagious. If 1 didn't purchase :be book I
would ~ o know
t
about the millions
of dollars available to me, to you and
to mi!lions of other people. Yes, there
is money to be had and this book
would help me to learn how to find it.
Well, I didn't buy the book. But it
led nre to think about the difficulty
we sometimes have in finding the
money for learning and development
acriviries. Learning shouldn't just be
about finding funding, but unfortunately it sometimes comes down to
exactly that: Do I have the money to
participate? In fie coming fiscal year,
many of us will have to address this
question. What will the answer be
for you or your organization? Well,
we want to help you make "the case"
for learning and development ideas
by posicg a few critical reflection
questions here. We want you to succeed and we know that having the
funding for learning and development is central to that effort.
1s Beamix~gviewd as an essential

"employee benefit" withint m y
esmpawy ss oxganizatisw?
According to a survey conducted by
the International Foundation of Employee Benefits Plans, employees

rank continuing education as more
important than childcare reimbursement, flextime and family leave. Is
this the case in your organization? If
not, begin discussing the necessity for
on-going learning with your supervisor and colleagues. By demonstrating a genuine commitment to learning, you are more likely to be successful in your quest to ensure adequate funding for those experiences.

Does your orgaur'zation use a
gerfornnaase .ramagennent system
to evalzate its empkyee~?
Performance management systems
operate or, the assumption that organizational success results from adding together all the individual outputs. While this may have been true
at one time, current research indicates
that the real indicator of organizational success is the interaction of
people in unexpected and creative
ways. The whole is much more than
the sum of its parts. The work of
major management authors such as
Tom Peters and Rosabeth Moss Kanter
confirm this perspective.

Most organizations today offer training programs to meet very specific
learning needs. These programs frequently are problem-driven and
mandated from the top of the organization in order to push a need for
greater efficiency with the
organization's operations.
In general, there is nothing wrong
with such initiatives, if the top of the
organization is truly in touch with
the needs of its staff. Unfortunately,
a genuine understanding of the
learning and development that is
needed is rarely found at the more
senior levels. It is incumbent upon
you, then, to work to identify your
most profound needs and to encourage colleaglles to do the same to
ensure that our organization's are
spending their limited resources effectively. We may wish to think that
learning is entirely our employer's
responsibility, but the truth is that it
is a shared responsibility.

So, while we mtiy not want to look
at the lack of money as an obstacle
to participating in the learning opportunities we and our organizations
demand today, we must never lose
sight of the important role that funding plays. Each and everyday, howIn this context, learning and devel- ever, you can help guide your orgaopment is that much more impor- nization to a better understanding
tant. In your rcle as an information of the value of iearning to ensure that
professional, you may need to work the money will be there for somewith a variety of customers, both thing truly important. Of course,
internal and external. You may pro- we're here to help you if we can.
vide support to the ~rganization's Please contact us at 1-202-939-3679
most strategic goals and you may or by e-mail at learning@sla.org.
be asked to explore new ways of creating value. To do this, you must
have the opportunity to step outside
broader organizational frameworks
and explore new and previously unforeseen possibilities. It is imporFor more information,
tant, therefore, that you emphasize
contact Conk Carrington
the need for such opportunities
(ro~e@sla.org)
when dealing with learning and development funding issues in your
organization.

Jeff De Cagna is managing directorifor Stmtegic Leclrning and Development
for the Special Libmi'iej Ajsociation. He moy be reached otJEff@sLcl.org.

of eMldhocad when, tucked snugly in our beds, our parents would read us a favorite fable or fairy tale. We may
remember scary stories shared around summer campfires, or even family anecdotes that help us better understand

our heritage.
But, as Stephen Denning of the World Bank discovered,
storytelling can also be a powerful tool for catalyzing
organizational change. In his recently published book,
Tke Springboard: How StorytellingIgnites Action in Knowledge-Era. Organizations (published by ButterworthHeinemann), Steve tells his own story of storytelling and
offers guidance to other change agents on how to master
the craft. information Outlook sat down with Steve to
find o ~=ore
t
about Tire Springboard, and to learn how
you can use storyleiling effectively in your organization.

SD: Wel!, I wouid say the conventional wisdom is thar
you get an organization to change by explaining the re*
sons for the change as clearly as
you can, and that people-being
..
rational bzings-izsten to what you
have to say and weigh the reasons.
If your reasons are good and your
idea is good,
accept them and
they get on with implementing the
change. In reality, the opposite is
the e s e . The people usually do
not welcone an idea that is going
to turn their working lives and
persorral lives upside down and
inside oat as something that is
positive and the addition of reasons
rarely piaces the idea in a positive
light.

In fact, even before one has explained tile change idea, the iisteners are already offering their
own arguments about why they
So not want the change. One of
the reasons why this happens is
that :he idea is coming from the

speaker to the listener. It is the speaker's idea that is
invading the territory of the listener, and the lisrener is
wondering what to do with this new idea that is going to
have a possibly radical impact on his or her life. This is
a remarkably ineffective way lo communicate change,
although it is the approach recommended by nost of the
leading books on change in organizations. But then you
do it and realize that it doesn't happen that way. It doesn't
work.

SD: What I have stumbled across in my own journey of
trying to make change happen at The World Bank is that
telling a certain kind of story enables a listener to understand an idea in a way that is much less threatening. So,
for example, if I were telling ~1
story about how someone in Zambia got the answer to a question
on how to treat malaria from the
website of the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta, I am simply
telling them about something that
happened in rhe world a few
months before. It is not a irightening idea that is invading their
territory. It is simply a story about
something that has happened.
What I discovered is :hat if you
have chosen the right story and
you tell that story in a certain way,
then not oniy do Iistecers understand the story about a health
worker in Zambia but they also
begin to imagine stories in their
own lives. They begin to draw
on their own experiences, their
own knowledge, their own understanding, and they start to i~mag-

ine possibilities for thenselves. They might tkink, '-Weil,
% am not in health care, and I am net in Zambia, but I am
in highways in Latin America and we could do that, too.
We could get organized in the s a n e way. Of course, we
would have lo kave a body of kncwiedge. We would
have to have a community of experts to assemble it. We
wouid have to have a website. We wcuid have to h a w
some technology to make ir happen. We ccuX, in fact,
do thar in our environEen:, and rnaybe we sfioald think
about how we should do thaz.'
And sc a process of imagining in their own lives what
this change idea can dc starts re take root. If it is effec-

the, the idea sparked by tke story cpickly can become a
very 9ar: of the identity of rhe listener because ir 1s an
idea that they have conceived in tkeir own language and
in their own context. Ir is the iistecer's Idea, net the
speaker's idea, and we are always much more comfortable with our own ideas than with the ideas of others.
Under these circu~stances,the basis for rapid acrian can
form alll~,o~i
imnediately~even while the iistener is still
listening to the story, as the listener begins to think
through implementation. There is greater commitmen:
to change, because ir comes from within the person, even
though it was sparked initially by someone else's story.
'

cne that is typical in that organization.
At The -World Bank, rhe quintessential predicament is
the person who is in a distant piace, who needs an imxw
diate answer to a critical question, and who doesn't happen ro have that answer ab hand. This is a dimcult challenge with whfch evelyme who has worked ir, World Bank
operations has grappled wi* and agonized about in their
work. Therefore, a story that presezts such a situation is
likely to resccate in our orgazization. Ii I worked in an
oil company? the story most likely would feature an cii
driller as the herc. In a saies-oriented organization, our
heroine wouid probably be a salesperson. In s h o ~ t,i e

story needs a ceatrd character and a dile--ma with which
the organizalion and ?i.,e people in it caz identify.
Moreover, :he stcry should em5ody the change idea you
are intending to propose as f ally as possible. The stcry is
told fron1 :he poi~i--i
of view of the prctagonis:, even rhough
as rhe teiIer of the story, I normally did not hear ',he story
firsthand. Others almost always told %e stories to me,
and they typically were inccmplefe versions of what actnally Irappened. Ss,over time. I would try tc fill in the
mssicg pieces ar,d re-create the story and re2 it fro= the
perspec%ive cf the protagonist.
A springboard story needs to have a certain amocnt cf

strangeness, a certain unexpected aspect ro it that actually draws in the eaotions of the listener. It is this unexpectedness that grabs us and gets the whcle body of the
human being invoived in imaginicg tke story. A: the
same tine, the story needs to be plzasible, something
that people can beiieve. In the case of
Zambia story,
:he World Wide Web does exist, and it is possible that
the worker had access :G a comectlon. Of course, the
CDC does have a website in Atlanta with infomation on
how to treat n a l a ~ a .It is a strange story, but one that is
plausible, and so it starts ?a 5e believable.
F F ~

SD: Well, as i've already ~ ~ e n t i o n ethe
d , "springboard"
story can, literally, spring the listener to a new levei of
understanding. 1 have found thar there is a certain kind
cf story that works best as a springboard story. These
stories are a k a y s about a single individual-a hero o?
heroine it you like-who is the protagonist of the story,
such as the story of the health worker in Zambia I spoke
about earlier. In :he srory, the hero is in a predica~ent,
and to have the story and the change idea it presents
resonate in an organization, the predicament should be

The stary needs lo be bold as sinply as possi'~k. Unlike
somxm telling a srory for entefiainment, I do no: inmewe
the iisrener in the derails of the expiicir s'lory~ 1 doc": ';ell
you anyrhing about the health care worker in Zambia,

not even whether that person is a man or a woman, a
doctor or a nurse. I don't talk about the sounds or the
smells in the office when this happened. I set aside a11 of
the toois of the traciitional storyteller because I want to
leave enough space for the listener to imagine the larger,
implicit story, the story that the llscener will imagine for
his or her own environment. So I tell the story in a deliberately minimalist fashion.
Finally, i think that Hollywood is right. A springboard
story must have a happy ending. 1 have had absolutely
no success with stories with negative endings. If !tell a

much larger quantities of finance than we were, and much
more easily than we were. So the question in the air at
that time was discussed in many forums around the world:
What is the purpose of The World Bank!
It wasn't obvious that The World Bank had very much of
a future as a lending organization. So we started to think
about something different. What if we shared our "know
how," all of the things that we @adlearned over 50 years
about what works and what doesn't work in international
development? What if we were to share that knowledge
not just with our own staff, but also with all of the cli-

story about an organization that went out of business
because it didn't introduce knowledge management, that
kind of a story fails to produce this resonating spaingboard effect. It requires too much of a leap to reach from
that horri'sle ending to a more positive scenario for the
listener. By telling a story with a happy ending, however, it requires only tiny leap to their own environment
where they begin to imagine what's possible.

ents, partners, and stakeholders who make decisions that
affect poverty around the world? If we did that, The World
Bank could become a very exciting organization, an organization in which knowledge was at least on a par with
money. It would be a very different kind of organization.

SD: Going on five years ago, I was asked by The World
Bank's senior management to look into information, and I
could see that after 50 years of life as a lending organization, we were drowning in information. We had information everywhere, and it was very difficult to find what you
needed bemuse none of it was very well organized. Clearly,
we cozld save a tremendous amount of money if we organized ourselves better and made things easier to find.

When I learned of the Zambia story and the effect it had
on people when I told it, I made it a part of my presentation on knowledge management. It quickly became the
center of the presentation, and helped us form a coalition of senior managers who adopted the idea. But even
with support from senior management, the whole organization did not simply salute and march in lock step to
implement it. Most managers and staff still needed a
great deal of persuasion that, in fact, knowledge management was the right way to go. I found that stories
were tremendously effective in getting people to understand and remind themselves why this was crucial for
their future and the future of The World Bank.

It also became clear to me that if we carried on in the
same business-the lending business-simply with more
efficient information systems, The World Bank would still
be rhe same kind of organization-more efficient, but
pretty much the same. And, in fact, at that point we
were facing tremendous challenges as a lending organizatior, from the private sector which was providing very

So this idea began to emerge, but it was difficult to get
anyone to listen. It was as though I was speaking a language they couldn't understand. When I tried rational
explanations, they didn't seem to work. When 1 tried
charts, people just had slightly dazed looks on their faces.
Dialogue made some progress, but was far too time consuming for a large organization. I had a real problem.

I have to say that if someone had asked me five years ago
about the value of storytelling in an organization, I would

have said that there was very little, I woizlC nor have
thought that it was very i m p o ~ a nbecause
t
I believed that
knowledge is abstract, and. that rhe way to communicate it
is through argumentation. Thar was what 1 was talrghf at
school, that was the basis of a y career, and that was what
1would have thought, if you had asked me five years ago.
Even as I was telling stories ro comEun:cate change, I
don': think I was cmscious!y aware of the power of
storytelling. It was jast something i was trying orrt and
that appeared to 3e working. Fimiiy, 1 started to Icok into
the storytel!ing itself, and I discovered rhe true power of
the idea. I made the connection to everything we had

k e n doing within The World Bank and that's what led
me to write The Sprizgbsard.

SD: Yes. There is a huge difference between nnders:anding something as an exiernai observer-as a phenomenon to be observed but not soslething in which one
participates-and taking an idea acd actually living it,
feeling it, and experiencing it. When yo2 actually experience ar, idea, it is not just your ~ i n rhat
d is looking at
the idea but your whole body that becomes part of the
experience. When I tell you a stoq7 a3out a iealth worker
in Zambia who logs onto a website in Atlanta, Georgia, if
yota are following the story at ali, yoz are doing so not
only with your xind, bzt yol: are thinking ar,d fee!ing
what it might feel like to be a health worker in Zambia
who, at one moment, cioes not have the answer to sozetking and the^? what it slast feel like, at the next moment, to have the answer to that problem.
We have great difficultyr,in fact; in imagining or reEembering abstract ideas because they are unaffected by emotion. They do not register in our emotions, and cr?r brains
record and save those things that actually ,xake an emotiortal impact on us. When we "get inside" the stcry, ir is

rnore rnenzorable and meaningful 3ecause we have aiiowed it to become part of us.

Si9: %Veli7i would say rhat ir shcz%dnot be d e r e r ~ i n e d
solely on the basis of the sto1-y. 1 IE not saying that you
s2ould abandon ana!ysis. I think when yon are trying to
change an organiza:ison, you should analyze the hell G E ~
of ibe change idea and determine its costs and Senefits.

So you ceriainly shozZd3'1 abandon analysis. Yon shouid
think clearly abonr whether the idea will b e ~ e f i for
? ",e
crganization.
What I'E talking abont, rather, is comamicaticg the idea.
If you could com~rrnnicate?he change ides: in a sinple,
rational and iogicai wayjr?her, there w o d d be no :robIem. Ycn woaid simply say, "Wei3, here is the change
we want to make, There are =any reasons why we think
it is a good idea. and so let's go ahead and do it." Bat
u s k g this approach, we f nC that even before the expianafion of the idea is h i s h e d , there are people finding
fauit and criticizing i f , They hmediarely see rt as a probIsm. because they can see how rhe ckange will turn their
lives npside-down and inside out. And so, ideas do nos
get accepted.
What I am saying is that if you want the idea to get a fair
karing, then narrative can scoop up i~stenersand bring
them inside the story so that they anderstand it in a different way, and once they have understood it, t k r , they
can look at how to analyze the costs anb benefits with a
n o r e sympalhetic bent. Often when people are analyzing change idea, they are looking only 40s costs and ?robl e n s becalise %ey are think rhe i&ea is going to create a
great deal of &iffidty.
3 ~

Bkr when I say to you, "ter sle teil yon wlrat :?as happened in Zambia just a fe-w months ago," we can start ro
imagice the story together. The s2eaker and the listener

aatewav to
a world of information
in a changing world, vision,
experence and reiiabiiity
are the qualities yo2 vaiue
in a partne:: Whether it be
the manacremen: cf vour

z&ackws;i
Enhancing the power
of your knowledge
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start to imagine what it was like, and it is an inherently
collaborative activity, not adversarial. Ar the end of the
story, we can go back and say, "Well, now let's analyze
this idea," but you are looking at it through the lens of
the possible support instead of the hostile critic w-ho is
trying to defend against upsetting his whok world.

SD: When you talk to people in the organization and
when you thjnk about experiences you've had, you need
to look out for the stories that you think might work. My
advice is to try out a story, but only on a very small scale.
Try it out on a spouse, a friend, or a trusted colleague to
see whar they think. If they don't get it, then you probably need to either re-craft the story or find another one.
So, I definitely think that you should try stories out in a
very low profile situation. It is unwise to think that this
is a panzcea, that you should try it out for the first time
at a senior management meeting. Even if it is the perfect
story, you will need to practice telling it one-on-one so
that you can deiiver it with maximum impact when it
really counts. So find your story, find out whether the story
can work., and then work on perfecting the performance so
that you get it, to a higher level of effectiveness.

SD: Well, I would say that libraries and information professionals will be facing the challenge of sustained and
profound change in the coming decade and beyond. So,
your members either can be leaders and helpful in communicating and facilitating needed change, or they can
be part of the problem and try to keep things the way
they are. By using stories to convey important ideas, I
think that information professionals can operate at the
vanguard of leading constructive change, so that 11
:'braries and information centers can continue to play the wonderful role that they have played ia organizations throughout history.
To find out more about Steve Denning and The Springboard, please visit www.stevedenning.com on the World
G
Wide Web.

SD: Well, I certainly love most of Shakespeare's work,
both the pIays and the comedies. Hamlet really resonates with me, as does Leo Tolstoy. The Greek myths are
trea~endouslypowerful and very simple stories that still
have great meaning for us today. I love Boccaccio's
Decanteron. I love the Arabian Thousand and One Nights.
Those are wonderful, wonderfu! collections of stories. I
mean there is this huge cornucopia of wonderful stories
that we have inherited from many cultures, and it is just
such a joy to have them at our disposal. We are so privi-.
leged today because we can all have access to any of these
stories at any time. And I have tried to add my stories to
the heritage, both in The Springboard, and in my novel,
The Painter: A Novel of Pursuit.
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as the venue for the second worldwide conference on special librarianship arranged by the SLA. The first such
conference was held in 1979, and both the organisers and delegates expressed the opinion that the third
conference should definitely not be scheduled twenty-one years into the future. Twenty-one months was nearer
t o the mark! About 650 information professionals from all over the world gathered in the Brighton Hilton

Metropole Hotet i n October 2000, t o discuss issues concerning the profession. Hardly any other work environment
has been touched s o deeply by the huge developments 4n the information industry. The world has indeed become
a gtobal village and we are a part of that.
We as special librarians, information professionals,
cybrariacs, whatever you wish to call us, need to change
to keep up with the needs of our clients, we constantly
have to develop new skills and we must be willing to be
bciiitators in introducing our clients to the possibilities
of the Internet. There have been enormous changes in
the way we gather information, as well as in the way we
present this infornation to our users. Competitive intelligence is essential to survive in today's business world.
We need 63 co-operate closely with business leaders and
show them the vaiue of what we do and we need to change
and adapt constantly, Many a special library, or information centre, was "killed" by the unwillingness, or inability, to change.
This conference gave us
an opportucity *lo network and to learn from
each other. We mast
become used to sharing
ideas and taking the
profession to an even
highez level of excelience. Information professionals are often key
players ir, profitless
prosperity. . . bringing
success in the work environment and prosperity in life, though not
necessarily higher
profit.
May I share my perspectives with you

through the keynote speakers of the three days of conference:
The first keynote speaker was Dame Stephanie Shirley,
founder and life president of the FI Group, a technology
information company, and the top selfmade woman in
the UK. What an inspiration it was to listen to Dame
Srephanie as she told us the story of why and how her
company started and developeci. She gave practical advice using her action-oriented management styie. She had
the audience in the palm of her hand when she started
off by saying that she "just loves libraries" . . . because as
she perceives things, librarians "are endlessly and selfIessly helping others."
Dame Stephanie had a
traumatic background
as war orphan, but this
was also her freedom
drive and the driving
force to survive. The
story of her business
success starred in 1962
around her dining-room
table, a cottage industry
for women. From the
start ?hey upheid a professional image. FI became a company of
women for women. It
staried off as jobs for
w o a e n , through jobs
for women with children working flexible
hours, to careers for
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women with dependants. This was a new way of staffing
the market acd for =any households it brought on "profitless prosperity". The company created opportunities for
women, the choice of wfien and where XI work. Her c o a pany shared ownership right froE the start, right throngh
the company. Today 24% 35 the s:?ares are with tfie
workforce and the conqany has 5,000 fulltime staff.. .
and seventy millionairesI

of morals and vairres tc drive the company. Zt is after all
people, not organisaticas, who drive the business worid!
She is still involved in several projects such as information pomls and a f ~ e esite wirh infomation on a u t i s ~ ~ ~
Dame Stephanie stated that to her micd compnters are
depersonaiising rhe world, but It is an essential part of
-work and business. Special librarians shouid be aware of
ail t i e new rrends in the informa3on services business.
They must adapt to these new trends and become cemgarible with new deveiopaents. TechcoIogy outdistanced
the corr,muniry' s ability to cope with it, and therein Zies
the advantage for informarion professionals today. We
must use these new technologies and new S e a s io supply even Setter information more tiaeously to the eorrect ciient and ensure our fzture in this way.
On Wednesday moraing ~MonsierrrYves--MPchei .Marti,
focnder and president of EGIDEWIA; r:?e leadng business intelIigence conqany in "rope, addressed the pienary session. He was also the co-foander of the French
branch of SCIPp the Society of Gompe:ftive 1n:efligence
Professionals. Aha, ssy stories, we ali thought and sat
back to enjoy his presentatioci

Dame Stephanie emphasised the irriportance of knowing
when and how to let go. Since ?he cor~,panywas her Srainchiid, she wanted to do everything herself, be involved in
evezy aspect of the work. 'This became im-possibleas the
company became so big, and as a resnli she suffered bumout. Sizccess is often on the edge of failure. She t o ~ stock
k
and realised that wkile she was strong or: technology and
had lots of ideas, she was just an average manager. The
company hired an excellent manager and went from
strength to strength. She stressed hcw important ir is that
a leader should act-tkinking is not enough. A lea:eer- must
have physical co7arage,and must be passionately interested
in achieving goals. Leading a company needs discretion,
innovation and trust in others. Communication and trafning, teambuilding and enthusiasm, empowement and a
sense of direction are key issues to success in a company.
After stepping dovrc and taking a lesser mie in the maning of the company-she reti~edseven years ago-she
worked zt going b e y o ~ dherself. Leaders, woaen leaders,
must be role models for the younger generation and they
a u s t work at pnttizg sonething back into the comnunity. Dame Stephanie advised the audience rhat success is
inore about giving than about taking. Tfiere must be a ser

Monsipur ,Ma* spoke on the topic "Librarians and Competitive htelligecce". In the 1 9 7 0 ire
~ ~said, 3apacese technology worried the CIA. In the P980s the Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals was established. The
1940s had rhe spies of the Cold Tniar era looking for jobs
in the private sector, and now, in the year 2003, competltive intelligence is used by most major companies in the
syorici. In a competitive environmeilt it is extrendy important to supply:
e

rhe right i n f o r ~ a t i o n

* in the right forn&
e
a

at the rjghf time
to the right user

The infelligence process is based first of all on f i ~ d i n gand
gaining access to the right scnrces. Mapping these sources
results in faster and better search msuIts, Gatherkg acd
anaiysing the information are equally important. Dissemination of the resnIts is necessary. Cne canrot giw racdoa
results to exec~riveswho suffer f rcm information overioac aimady. Feedback to the customers is the final and
~robabiythe most impcrtan: step. The Cocrpetidve intelligence Professional must he able to ask the rig3t ques:ions
to distinguish between the wants (noisej and the needs
(serendipity; of his customer. Inrelligenee planning is actcally the averlap of these t - amas.
~
$& T& crf rhhc i,?wu:hsn
1. In 85% of your time pnviiide information on the stra-

regic zxis; strategy-oriented infornarron.

2. in 23% oi your time do and disseminate serendipity

and watch the orphan themes.
3 , 13 betweec, manage your dynaxic thesauril by Iearn-

ing rdew words before the other guys.
The scccess of informatior, depends to a large extent on
how well yoli do your homework. The following table
will show the disir"bution of sources and their \ d u e :

Preserve the "precious gaper"
Access to dzrabases
Organise bookmark sharing
Ideztify internal experts
Idectffy external industry experts
Identify talent in the industry
Nerwork with other librarians
Analysin; information for the cwtomer is of the utmost
irr,po~-rance.
Lead kim throcgh the assignment acd anaiyse
the differe~tsteps. Infcraarion is ;he broabi base of %he
work of the coqxtitive intelligencs professlonat. It 5ecomes a mental model from which r ~ c o ~ z n e n J can
be made. It will then becoze aeaningfcl to the cusronxr.
+'

rdrrd i1;e r:,?;? i?J: fhz :ibmrim
i , Develop a new approack to classification. Forget about
keywords an5 star? ?kinking projects.
2. BuiId the company memory by accamala:ing stones,
company folklore and forgotten jest praciices.
D;ssemi~ationand presentation of rhe infomation should
:Je balanced. Presidsnt PoEpidou of France once asked
his head of secret services to give him rhe bad news as
everyone is presscting h i only
~ with good. news.

The &c 2: fhe I'r"&rrr,r"aa
I. Educare the decision nakers
2. Use your inflilence techniques

Your priority wiil obviously be ro use the 3es; sources for
the best results.

Corttinuans feedback to the c u s t o ~ e is
r ess ential. It keeps
you on track and it keeps fiim involved. Oce often hears
renarks such as "I'll know it when I see iK By showing

HEALTH & WELLNES
The Gale Groq's new Health & Wellness Resoarea
C a t e r database is the must-have medical resource
cecter. mether in. a medical, academic or public library,
or at, a Z G Sin~a physician's offnce, the information
found within will benefit every user.

O N CALL, 24 H O U R S A DAY
Not only does the Health & WeZl1.~essResowce
C a t m have more sources of informaticn than the
competition, its sources range from full-text medical
books and j o u r d s to one of the most-comprehensive
collections of pamphlets and periodicals fcunci
anywhere. This world of frequently updated medical

Visit www.gakegroup.com/HeaZtbRC
a n d t r y o u r free d e m o

information is only available in the Health & WeZZness
Resource Center database, including:
Nearly 400 health/meciical jour~als
More than 900 pamphlets
2,200 generai-interest publications covering
health care topics
A collection of Gale Group referecce information

Alternative Health add-on noOuie
* h d much more

Health & Wellness Resource Center is like no other
medicai resource center available on the Web today.
To experience a free 30 Oay trial: simply visit
www.galegroup.com/HealthRC today.

Pdeascdring the BoEom Line Ccmtributkm Of Li$ra(;!a~i~
asrd I.prformah-kmP~isfesstmai's

by Frank H. Portugai, Ph.D.
A detemationa of the bottom h e value of libraries md
infomalion centers has proven &&cult because of the intan-

gible nature of the value and the use of archaic accounting
systems that for the most part focus on tangible or physical
assets rather than inta~fgibleones. The problem is that the
intangible value of libraries a d . information centers may be
orders of m a g ~ t u d egreater than their
overcome some of these memurement
workbork presents four different approaches to
vduation of infomation resources,
Complete the form below and recum ro Spccid Libraries hsocia:ion,
Book Order Depc., '1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washingon, DG 20009,or by fax a: 1-202-234-2442.
..?or more informazion, contact S M s book order depxrmenr at I-26;2-234-47%)ex:. 673 cr err,aii: '3ook@sla.org.

Sped$ Libraries
Ass~datioa

Dept.
Address

--

them something and asking for feedback you will know
if you are still one the right track.
&.,

c(&

fke rr& of iIhe

&:Q~&FI

I. Manage feedback

Give rough 2nd quick answers, then discuss it in
detail
Xever accept a request without discussion
Be adamant a r d never send results through the mail
or by e-mail
2. Measure value
Always ask what the zeturn on investment will be
- at the beginning of the project
Never ask that question at the end of the year
Monsieur Marti closed this very informative and practical presentation by telling the librarians present they are
"not selling information, they are selling gateways to
networks and to experts".
As they say, when people have fun together, extraordinary
things happen, and that was exactly the case with this
conference. Librarians from across the globe nerworked
with new friends and colleagues. Strategic issues were discussed, new deveIopments were evaluated, knowledge
gained and new friends were made. By Thursday, delegates
were actually sad to be saying goodbye and sorry to be
leaving Brighton. The closing luncheon was an excellent
idea. The Oxford Room, where the plenary sessions were
held, was transformed with the smartly set tables for the
luncheon, An excellent menu, lively discussions and a
presentation by Chantal Cuer. . .there was no better way
to bring the second global conference to a close.

Fortunately companies are mostly run quite differently
nowadays. You have informed personnel who have autonomy of responsibility. You have the knowledge, you
should use it correctly.
There are several dangers in today's world, and the worst
is perhaps the information overload. The human brain is
still the same size it used to be centuries ago, yet we
expect it to retain so much more. Propaganda is so terribly wrong. We should avoid it a1 all cost. We must STOP
the rape of the crowd.

Cuer is a conmunications specialist, as well as a TV
and radio presenter. She lectures, makes films and chairs
conferences. Her French/English mannerisms, expressions, and body language had the audience in the palm
of her band. She was entertaining, but gave delegates
excellent advice too, She shared her experiences with
the press and politicians with us, and she shared wi;h
us her belief in excellence.

What a wonderful opportunity it was to aftend this conference. Coming from faraway South Africa, I was delighted
to be part of a global group of special librarians, to share
knowledge, to network and to learn from them. Coming
together Mite this, sharing knowledge and developing the
profession is more important now than ever before. I hope
to be able to attend the next SLA Global Conference ior
special librarians in the not too distant future!

Cuer gave some pointers on how to deal with news. One
should always avoid propaganda and be honest with the
audience. There is the danger of too much news. Journalists should act responsibly, they should not disinform,
but always use their moral judgement. While journalists
should respect the genius of man, mankind must keep
an open mind when dealing with the news.

Marietjie Marais has been active in the Library U M Inform t i o n services field for many yeors m librarian i n public
libraries, university libraries, and special libraries. For the
l ~ stuelve
t
years, she have been working i n the Saso! group
of iibraries. Sasol is a large petrochemical company, prodicing fuel from coal and a variety of downstseam chemimis. She is in charge of the SecrzPlda branch of the Sasol
Library. The/ render library and information services to a
registered membership of 3500. LIASA, the rrssociaLYon she
represented at the Global 2000 Corrference, Is the Library
and Information Services O~ganisationof South Africa. She
is the chairperson of the Mpumalanga Branch of the Associalin. She also s m e s on the Represmtative Council of LHSA
f&
as well as o n the Executive Cornrniitee of Council.

While entertaining delegates with stories of her working
life, Cuer brought honest business principles home. She
explained how loyalty, or the lack thereof, can make or
break business strategy. She lamented that the old paternalistic way of doing business was still alive ir, some companies. Top-down decisions still aiienate and upset staff.

Moun'ce Harris is Monoging Director, iechno!ogy o t rhe Specio! Librar?'esAssociation.
He mcry be reached a t maunce@sla.org

developing the WA to continue to remove barriers associated with access to the association's information by its
membership and customers from anywhere at anytime. As one of the executive director's 1999/2080objectives in the
area af change management, the VA initiatives were also realistically balanced and considered members' abilities and
desires to access information electronically. This was done by assessing the membership's and industvs needs and
preferences as related to the electronic dissemination of SLKs products and s e ~ c e s .
This is article is the last article in a series designed to
communicate and prepare membership for changes in the
way the association disseminates its U2K virtual products and services based on the needs and desires of membership and its customers.
The major VA initiative in 2000 was the redesign and
implementation of the association's web site-Virtual
S U , released on October 12,2000. The site went through
an exhaustive top down redesign of its content, look and
feel, and supporting technology infrastructure. In January of 2000, the content management of the site was transferred to the association's Information Resonrces Center
(IRC), which consists of staff who are also SLA members. This tralrsfer addressed the membership's concern
that the site wasn't representative of the capabilities 31
the profession. The IRC partnered with SLA staff, the
Networking Committee, and an ad hoc web redesign committee made up of members to deliver to membership a
new site designed by and for membership. Staff also conducted prototype demonstrations at our 91" Annual Conference to solicit ideas and feedback from membership
before its final release. As a result, Virtual SLA was born,
our new v':rtuab community which will serve as a tool for
rneeticg the membership's information needs.
Besides its fresh, new, and professionally organized content with members' perspectives in mind, Virtual SLA
boasts many new features such as a dynamic navigation
menu, full text search engine, a new site map, centralized caiendar of inforination profession events, a "Share
This Page" link for instant sharing of resources, and dynamic unit officer information pages. The secret to the
site and its new features is the new infrastructure. The
site's contect is stored in a database which makes it easier
to manage, search, and display. With ColdFusion as the
development tool for the web site, selected content cr
data from the web site database, membership database,

or any linked database can be displayed via Virtual §LA
enabling users to view current dynamic information. For
example, if a chapter or division officer changes their
address information, it will automatically appear in officer information on the officer pages on the site when
requested. Under our old static page web site we had to
update the site with the change thus creating additional
work for staff. The new site map automatically searches
the web site database to provide the end user with a site
map of the site. The full text search queries the web site
database for the desired conrent.
Virtual SLA now supports online registration for SIA events
such as Winter Meeting, Annual Conference, and Strategic Learning and Development opportunities. Members and
non-members can register online for all events sponsored
by the association. Registrants can view a iisting of events
that are available and soid out. Using our industry standard secure SSL payment feature, regisrants can pay for
the items selected with a VISA, Master Card, America~
Express, Diner's Club, or Discover credit card. Upon successfully registering online, a registranr will receive an
email confirmation to confirm the selections made. The
registrations are then sent to a holding area that staff review and edit according to our data entry standards. Staff
then approve the registration which updates the event
system and issues an event confirmation which is sent
via mail. This new system will assist registrants and staff.
Registrants will be able to quickly register for an event
from any web browser at any time. Our data entry volume will also decrease allowing staff to assist membership with other requests.
SLA's Virtual Bookstore was revised to provide seamless
integration with the asssociation's membership system
to provide members and non-members with an improved
e-commerce experience. New members will receive instant access to the store once they a e entered into the
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association's m e ~ ~ b e r s hsystem
ip
instead of having to wait
for t3e previous ~ a n u a daily
i
updates to the bookstore.
users will now know instantiy if an ireE is in stock as it
aulo~aticallychecked against our inventory supply ievels. Staff productivity is improved when processing orders because all transactions are sent to staff fcr review
and approval instead of nanuaiiy re-keying orders from
the store into our invenrory system.
7T

The Annual Conference online program/session planner
proved to
located at Rrtp://wlx~w.slacocference2O.30~0rg~
be 2 useful too! for our ninety-first annual conference st-

tendees ro plan coafemnce their experience. In its second
year of use, the session planner tools, allowed registrants
to search for and select conference events by name, time,
presenters, tracks, keywords, continuous learning (Strategic Learning], and by %LA-EXIT(chapter, division, section, caucus) events. The personai itinerary feature of the
oniine program enables registrants ro add their cocference
events in addition to any personal evenfs or meetings they
wish to conduct at conferecce to their secure personal itinerary. The planner was mvised to eliminate the problems
that plagued it during the first year of use. The revisions
inciude increased response tine, enhanced keyword search,
and integration with our new Virtual Exhibit Ifall service.
h 2001, this service hosted Sy a new f?pplication Service
Provider (ASP] wili have a new Icok and feel and wiil be
compatible wit5 BDRs. The capaElilies of the sewice continues to expacded to meet the infomation dissemination
needs of our conference registrants.
This year, the system used by the conference planners to
ilrput their conference session offerings went vinual in
2300. In an effort tc srreamline the conference p l a n n i ~ g
process by entering infornation once and disseminating
it in the appropriate output formats, a new online conference planners daahabase was implemented. Program planners are m w able to access 'Sleir session information from
anywhere at anytime while reducing the amount of administrative work perfomed by the association staff. Once
:his i n f o r ~ a t i o nis entered by the prcgrarn pianners, i:
will be groomed by §LA staff and then zsed to autorr.atically generate content for the oniine session planner, rhe
preliminary and final conference programs; and logistics
i ~ f o m a f i o nfor hotel alrd conven3on staff.
The association's exhibit hall w-ent vifiual this year wi&

rhe creation of thc Virtua! Exbibit Haii (http://
wwa.sla~rtualexhi5its.coO;n/j.
This new inkercrive service is designed to provide annual conference par'Llcipan:s
with a year of twenty-four by seven access to vendor information in additior: to saving them valuabie time during
their conference experience. Visitors car: find Informa.sion
on companies that wilI be exhibiting at the annual conference; create lists oi exhibitors to visit, pre-plan scheduIes
and ma? routes thrcugh the exhibit hall-a!:
right from
"eir desktop. The v?fiuai exhibit hail is comprised of f o x
different types of vil":uai booths. These virtual bootks feamre pzduct listings and desc_riptisns, access to company

news ~eieases,ar',icies, and corporate infomation; access
to software and documents, custorxer feedback and nforxnation requests; Links to coqmrate web sites and updatee
infcmation cn prs5rrds and sewices Lbrorrghout the year.
This 5"ktzaT roo1 -was also integrated wit2 the cniine conference program/sessfoa planner ro fzrther en@ance a
visitor's online and conference exp-ience. In 20G1, the
vixual exhibit hall wiii be hosted by the same ASP :sat
developed the online session planner. The new system will
provided the s a ~ functionality
e
bnt will boos; an icteractive site map of the exhibit noor to assist at~endeeswith
locat:ing exllibitors *ey - ~ o c i lile
d :C vlsit dzring the show.
The ability ffor Unir's QZhapter/Bivision/Secbion/Catlcus]
ro run standard repom via the web -was made availajle
to unir officers. T5is sysrem enables unit leadership to
obtain reports abont the members of their uRrt f m - any~
where at anytixe using a secure interface. Unit leaders
are now directly in controi of managng their m i t information. The srzndard reports t2ar are a v a i l a ~ kare t'nit
Rosters, Sraristics, Aiiotrnents, Deacrivatio~Rosrer. New
Member report, and Address/Unit change netification
reports. These reports ca2 be p:oduced in vasiarrs forr x t s such as Adobe Acrobat's PDF, comma ASCII d e h ited, MS Excel XLS, 'Word Processing, and ASCiI text.
SLKs Strategic Learning and Development Cenrer's new
Career Services Cniine {CSO] site was released in 2000.
This new virtuai tool repiaced the what used to be "SLA
JoStine" and offen 90th ;of) seekers and employers a site
with similar capabiiiries offered hy the major job sites
found on the net suck as Monster and Hot Jobs.
Virtuai SLA was also enkanced by integrat'ng §LA CHAT
and S M ,Xessages Eoards into t i e mennbers only area to

provide membership with s. single sign access to all of
our member only services. This will eliminate the need
for members to remember multipIe passwords for the
various online products and services available in our online cornamity.
Due to Implementation and budgetary constraints, there
were some Y2K VA initiatives that were postponed. They
are as follows: Enable chapter/division/sections/caucus'
to conduct their business via the web using e-commerce;
utilize quicken via the web to maintain finances; units to
complete annual reports via the web; web database scppon for online knowledge bases; automated sales and distributian of chapters of association publications; and odine
web conferencing to enable membership to collaborate
virtually :;sing video, voice, chat, and shared applications.
The status of these initiatives and 2001 initiztives can found
at m-w.sla.org/content/interactive/vatimeline.cfm.
Virtual SLA will be further expanded in 200Zto meet the
information needs of membership and customers. Here's
a list of items that are slated for Virtual SLA :
6

Develop knowledge bases by members for members to
share information profesgon solutions to issues perraining to the profession

Expanded support of PDA's fcr dissemination of Association information
Utilization of voice-over IP to enable members to communicate with the International Headquartersvia the web
Enhance dissemination of books electronically
Enhance web hosting service to support template
website design for units
Establish partnerships for discounted computers and
ISP services to members withcut internet access
Investigate a total online Whc's Who model
Create virtual private networks from SLA to other desired SLA offices, units, etc.
Explore the utilization of Application Service Provider
(ASP) for online access and support of software applications
Utilization of XML to deliver web content to membership and Vendors

In summary, the association continues to expand ;he
Virtual Associations products and services to meet the
varying electronic information needs of its membership and customers. With the building of the virtual
association as a n implicit component of the priorities
in the association's strategic plan, we will continue to
expand our virtual association icitiatives to address our
6
strategic goals.
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about r,he likelihood of harm seems
ra hzve been rejected.
The an~ouncedruie de4,al.l~oniy rw-G
dasses of works that are exempted
from the anti-circumvenrion prohiaztion. (1) "Compilations consisting
In section I2CZ {I; (C: rhe starute of lists oi web sires 'docked 5y filcalls for the study two years after :he rering software apgrslications, and (7)
effective date of the E,s/ICA, October Literary works, inciudjng coEputer
28, 1938. The Librarian of Congress program and databases, prokctad
was directed to cansnlt with the Reg- by access controi mechanisms that
ister of Copyrights asd the Assis~ant fail ro per%&access because of malSecretary fcr @ommuxcasions and function, damage or obsole:eness."
On October 27, iCOO; the Librarian Information of the Department of K8hiletkere is no:hing wrong per se
of Congress issued rules on anti-cir- Commerce In order to determine wirh exempting rhese classes, the
curnvention : as required in the "urjherher persons who are users of complainr is rhat the exempt?m s are
Digital MiXIennium Copyright Act. a copyrighted work are, or are likely so narrow as to be almost meanfngs
Much to the disappoinrrent cf the ro be in the succeeding three-yeas less. The first exzmption a p ~ l i eoniy
library community, the rules do not period, adveweiy affected by -he pro- k 3 users who wazt 8s evaluate web
provide the protectioi: for fair use hibitfun . . . in riieir abilNy 6 3 x a k e sites for gxxpcses of zritieizing them,
in the digital environment that I%- noninfringing uses . . . of a particu- a d access con3cls have an adversg
braries and educational inmitutions Iar class of copyrighted wiork. Con- affect c n the ability to do this. The
advocated. Section 1201{a>(I)hj of siderations were to include the avaii- .;uqose cf the second e x e q t i o n is
the DMCA prohibits tbe circumven- ability of copFghted works for use, ta permit users, including libraries,
tion of controls that copyright cwn- the availability for use lor nonprofit to have access tc +&eworks for which
ers use lo preve?t access or copy- archival, preservadion and educa- they have paid bu: for which some
ing of their works. Even in this leg- tional purposes, and tile impact that maifunction mteSeres with this use.
islation, however, Congress recog- circunvention technoiogies wiil
songhr a c u c h broader exnized thar a blanket prohibitioc on have on fair use and an the market ~zsra.aries
emption trecacse of the recognition
value of such works.
circumvention ~ i g hinterfere
t
w:rh
rhar technoiogical coztrois caa azd
the fair use of copyrighted works
will
nor only contml access lo wosks
on which a publisher had used a lbrarians and educators had high
but
the
use of +hoseworks. This can
1?_opes
that
this
rulemaking
procetechnolcgiczl control such as scrsmbling, encryption. or reqtliring pass- dure wsuld resulr in exemptions fur destroy :be first sale doctrine as weii
words. So, in 1398: all that was pro- librxies and educztiocal institutions as fair use- Ubxries were also eonhibited was the manufacture, im- and their users, at Leas? for some cerned about the p:esemtion GIdl@portation c r trafficking in anri-cir- types of works. The Register held tal information and rechmologrcal
cumvention devices that might be two hearings, one in Viashington, controis that prevent libraries from
used to gain access to works. Ac- DG, and one in Paio Alto, Califor- fulfilling their roie as the repository
cording to the statutes, 'Lhese devices nia, in the spring of 2985 where rep- and preserver of inforwasion, The
might include "producrs, services, resentatives of library and edaca- higher education comx~unitysupdevice, component, or past themof, tional associations tesrified along pcfled this view but also suggested
if such device has only limited use writ& represenrarives of p~blisherand in the alrernarive that two other
except fop: circumvention."' The sec- producer organizations. Because of t'iypes of works be exempted: fair use
skor': time period between the works and those with thin copytion prohibits both conduct cf circumventing and trafficking in prod- enactment of the DMCA and the rights. Fair use works were defined
ucts or services tkal circumvenr. hearings, and because sc few pub- as those such as scientific and SG,,a, databases, textbooks, schoiarPy
Conduct, however, would nor be lishers =d producers had actualIy ?i-:
journals,
academic monographs 2nd
punishable under the Act pending iEplemented technological controls
@e;?tises,
iam
reports zrrd edacztiond
other rhaz passwords, librarians aad
this rulemaking.
others were unable ro present much audiovisual works. Such works
evidence of currentham. Testixony could be tie6 to &e user w h is~likely
T

~
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to make fair use of them. Thin copyright works are works such as scholarly jour~als,databases, maps and
newspapers. These works are valuable because of the information they
contain, and "information" is not
protected under the copyright law.
The narrowness of the resulting rule
is of great concern to the library community whiie copyright holders have
stated that they do not believe even
these two exemptions are needed.
Library associations expressed the
fear that payfor-use now will become the norm with practically no
contro-ois,and this eliminates fair use
and the other exemptions to copyright which have iong protected the
public and served the public interest. The Librarian of Congress has
recognized that this "places considerable burdens on the scholarly, academic and library communities." He

has therefore called for a review of
the time frame for rule making as
well as of the appropriate criteria for
assessing the harm that might be
caused to scholarship and creativity
by the anti-circumvention provision.
Others, such as the Digital Future
Coalition, believe that the rule fails
to satisfy the Congressional concern
that traditional fair use in the digital
environment be preserved, a view
supported in this rule-making proceeding by the Assistant Secretary
for Communications and Information in the Department of Commerce.
Congressman Rick Boucher issued
a statement on November 2, 2000,
stating that them was little doubt that
the 107&Congress now will recognize that the balance has tipped too
far in the direction of copyright holders. Re believes that because of the
importance of fair use to society

Congress will consider re-calibrating
the DMCA to balance more evenly
the rights of copyright holders with
the legitimate interest of information
consumers.
1.65 Federal Register 64556, October 27.
2.The DFC consists of 42 national
organizations representing libraries and education association,
computer and telecommunications businesses, archivists, authors and scientists.

For more information,
contact iaura Gasaway
(Laura-gasaway@unc.edu)

For fiscal year 20E, the average cost
to provide service to one member
is $229.30, incluCing both progran
and administrative costs. The permember statistics also indicate that
the average membership revenue
collected per =ember is $122.85this amount is drae to varying dues
and fees rates by membership class.
Thus, for each §LA member a n additional $106.45 must be generated
to provide SLA's current ievel of
products and services. The cost per
member has increased between
2000 and 2001 due to the increased
level of service provided to the

'9S T R A T E G I C
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HELPING iNFORMAT!ON P R O F E S S I O K A L S
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information a ~ e l o a k

memberskip {especialy in puSlfcations, annual conference, strategic
learning and development, leadership, and research) and the investments made in advanci~g;he vistual association.
It 4s anticipated that the costs of providing service to the membership
will continue tc escalate and the
level of son-dues income requimd
to sustain the services wiii also continue to increase. This remains a
cGncern of managementand leadership irn terns of the long-term financial stability of the associarion.
Whet can you do to kelp counter this
simple and immediate

C O R C ~ ~ One
L?

way is to p2y your & a s when you
receive your first renewal notice. The
average cost to the assomtion for the
dues renewal process is more than
$7.50 per member. If every member
?aid their dues on the first rcnewaI
nctice, t3e association would s a w
nearly $6.30 e r axmber. This cost
savings translates into nearly
$1@0,009,w%ch would Se available
for investment into membership
products and services. When you seceive your renewal notice, make a
wise invesLxe111by paying your dlies
on the first notice.

Thank you to everyone who responded to this survey! SLA will use
the results to improve future meetings for all §LA members. Please
look for similar surveys at all future
SLA meetings and conferences.

The Research Department at §LA has
been busy recently, completing a survey with annual =eeting attendees,
completing work on the 2000 Salary
Survey and revising the applications
process for the 2001 Steven I.
Goldspiel &MemorialResearch Grant.
Details of each project follow below.

The 2QQQSpecid Libraries
bssaci&tias~Sdaxy Sarvey
The §LA Annual Salary Survey 2000
is now complete and available for
purchase by calling I- 202-939-3673.
The price is $45 for members and
$54 for ~OE-members.

A summary of the data in this year's
publication includes:
The mean increase in salary from
1999 to 2000 was 4.2% for Canadian respondents and 5.9% for
U.S. respondents.
The median increase in salary for
special librarians was 3.8% in
Canada and 4.0% in the United
States.
Both mean and xedian salary increases in Canada and the United
States gained relative to the inflation rate (3.5 % in Canada, 3.1 %
in the US.) berween April 1999
and April 2000.
For a xmplexe table of contents and
information about the survey's adrrLinistration, please visit: www.sla.org/
content/memberservice/
researehforum/salarysurveys/
sdsur2000/irrdex.cfm.

The Annual &feetingS u ~ ~ e y
In May of this year, ~e Research Department, working with the Meetings

Task Force and the Meetings and Exhibits Department, developed a questionnaire and disseminated it at the
Annual Conferencein Philadelphia. In
response, SLA received 207 completed
surveys. While the dissemination was
not random or scientific, a snapshot
comparison of respondents to all attendees [by chapter, division and
length of membershipj suggests that
the results are generally representative.
Key findings of the report include:
Educational/professional content
are, far and away, the most important consideration for potential attendees when deciding whether or
not to attend. Networking opportunities and exhib~tsare also important, while social events are considered the least important of the attributes respondents rated.
Mirroring the above results, when
respondents were asked to rate
several types of meeting content,
division programming was considered most important, with networking opportunities and vendor
presentations also scoring highly.
Importantly, given the primacy of
educational content in the decision
to attend, 94 % of respondents said
that the conference addressed '%sues and problems you experience
in your daily w o r k and 88 % said
it provided "took to more effectively deal with those problems."
Generally speaking, those surveyed said they want sessions
dealing with cutting edge or best
practices as they relate to management a n d technology issues.
Nearly three in four said they
would like more hands-on technology training.
Respondents rated their overall satisfaction with SLA's Annual Conference at 4.8 and rated its overall
value at 4.6 on a six-point scale.

2QQ9 Steveas. 1. Galdspie'L
&fernorbatResearch Grant
Appiicatiorn Materials Now
AvaiXable
The Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial
Research Fund was established in
1991, and named in honor of the
former President of Disclosure, Inc.
(now known as Primark]. The Research Fund is ar, endowment. Research projects are funded solely
from investment income generated
by the Fund, and recent awards have
been close to $20,000, though
projects with smaller budgets are
also encouraged. The purpose of the
Fund is to support projects which
promote research on and advancement of library sciences, in particular focusing on projects which address the goals identified in SLA's
Research Agenda.
Application guidelines have been
revised and clalcicied for 2001 and are
now available at SLA's website.
Please note that the deadline for this
year's applications has been moved
forward to February 14 to give the
Research Committee time to request
any needed revisions or explanations. Please read the application
carefully as non-conforming submissions will not be considered.
To see the appiication form and revised guidelines in their entirety,
please visit: i.,ttp://www.sla.org/
content/memberservice/
researchforum/goldspiel.cfm.

For more information,
contact Rob Pitzer
(rab@sla.arg)

%oaf [ F U ~G O E T S ~ )
Many people may not realize it 5ul
The SLA Annual Conference is Texas is a golfer's dreaz. The San
quickly approaching and wiii. take Antonio zetropoiitzn area and the
place in beautiful San Antonio, surroun6ing Hill Country has over
Texas, USA. There are many compel- forty public, municipal, semi-pa",vaQ:
ling seasons for attending ?he con- rnili~ary,and privare golf courses of
ference, but unbeknownst to many3 ali diffieuity kveis and price ranges.
San Antocio is a spom mecca! It's Guests staying at hoteis sear tke
home to the 1999 SBA Champion Riverwalk {and who don't want to
Spurs, the M San Antonio Missions, break the bank on greens fees) may
and the Central Hockey League Igua- want to tote &fir clnbs over the
nas. While not all of these teams will Brackenridge Municipal Golf Course,
have home gaxes during the con- tile WiEow Springs Municipal Golf
ference, there should be enough Course, or the legendary Pecan Valsports activity in the city to satisfy iey Golf Clu'3. Die-hard golfers who
want to feel like ranking members of
any sports fa^
the PGh
End ~ . u c 5eo drooi over
Spectatas S p x t s
at the Q u a q Golf Course, +thelavish
For the armchair athlete, San Anto- La Cantera Golf Ciub, or the picarnio has a varie%y of venues where ywc esque Canyon Springs Golf Club.
can indulge your spofis addiction.
Perhaps the most recogmizable is the Fitness 8 Exexcise
famed Alamodome, home of the if tennis 1s yosr gang, you might
Spor??iidl want to check out the McFzrlin TenSpurs a d the Six? i%n%o?~o
of %me. It's Seen a huge par%of the nis Center on §a? Pedro Avenue or
city's sports life far over a decade and the Trinity University Intramural
continues to be the most popular sites Facilities for some hard coun actioz.
for atlletic competitions.
The downtown branch of the YMCA
participates in the lr-MCA AWAY ProBaseball fans who don't want to gram for those of you who are memmake the road trip to Arlington or bers in your hometown. Walkers and
Houston can take a ?rip out tc the joggers m-ay want to join :he masses
babipark and watch the SA LWissions. of locals who enjoy the scenlc
RiverwaIk during the early morning
Also, if ?he sound of engines revving hoars. take a walk through history
and the swirl of the checkere6 flag with a visit to the §an Antonio Misgets your pulse rzcing, head out to sions Sationai ffistoricai Park, or
rhe NASCAW sanctioned races at the take advantage of the padded jogging
San Antonio Speedway on Hjghway track a: Trinity Unlmrsity
16 or NBRA Champloaship Drag
Racing at ?he Aiamo Dragway. If you Recxeatim L Belaxati~n
prefer racing of a =ore genteel na- There is also a plethora of fami$ture, you may want to venture olrt oriented and social sports centers to
to nearby Xetarna Park and some of be found throughont San Antonio.
the finest quarterhorse and rhor- Some fun places re x~isitinciude the
Cool Crest Miniature Golf Course, the
oughbred racing in the South.
A-VF Wonder Bowl on Austin HigkWay ( ( ~ o ~ p l e k tke 1950s style

an Antonis

abrr?osphere), Bananas Bi!ilards 02
San Pedro, Viking Archery, and the
very- popular ~MalibuGrand ?rjx gocax "Lack. if you enjoy a Wle ' I i q
uid refreshment9 with yolrr sports
fix, S2n Antozio has a great variety
of spor';s bars and dubs around the
city acd espesfaIIy d o w n t ~ mnear
tae Riverwalk.
We ycu can see, San Antozio has

zLuclrlto ~ f f e 5r3 addition to its well
know hkisto~cand shopping attractions. The conference will be Ioeds
of exitenen: in itself ha:if you need
a break and a chance to recharge
y o u spirits, take advantage of one
of the relaxing achktic options avaiiable to you Swing your stay,

§AN ANTONIO IGUANAS
w-w-w,sa-iguanas.corn

SAX ANTONIO SPEEDWAY

www.saspeedwayam

For m r e inforrnatbc,
cocta%-.Kenneth Carriveat;
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years of conference proceedings

Advanced searching capabilities
Over 50,000 bibliographic citations

350,000-j- pages of downloadable text

AhT E X C E P T I O N A L VALUE

ACADEAWC INSTITUTIONS,
please contact:
ACM Member Services
e-mail: acmhelp@aca.srg
phone: +I-212-626-0500
fax: +1-212-944-1318
CORPORATIONS & CONSORTIA,
please contact:
DL Coordinator
e-mail: dl-info@ acrn.org
phone: +I-212-626-05Z8
f a : +1-212-944-1318
A s s o c i a t i o n for C o m p u t i n g M a c h i n e r y
T h e Firs: S o c i e t y in C o m p u t i n g

inde

xt
Sanuary 208%
SLA Winter leeting
3amary 25-27, 2001
Savannah, Gecrg~aUSA
http://www sia,erg/conf

l L S Iienewai fur Speeial
Librarians
with Simmns Coilege
Graduate Schcol of Library
ax! loformxior. Sciezce
March 7-11, 2001
Bos:oe, Massachzset:~USA
http://v.w~~.sla-!earning.org/
rr,is2001

@ SLY$ Strategic Learning
Syrriicsicm (SLS 23C.l:
"?owerfcI Client Senrice:
Creakg izdispecsabie
Pa?xLerships"
January 27-30, 23C.l
Savamah, Georgia SSP.
ht@://www.sla-ieaning.org/
sIs2331

Gale Groap
wPiw.ga.egrmp.cox

ALA K i d Winter Ieetfng ZOO1
EiERAC
mq.~erac.cor.

RegSean
r i i

I

'.I

eregs.com

Swets Blackwell
m.sw~tscl~&we~.coz!

Jancary :2-17, 2GOi
Washingtoe, 3 C

m r z n e t s 2002
Belize Inc.
P.p:i! 30-May 2, 2OOl
Santa Clara, CA
Imp://
www.lrtrznets2001.corn/

hq://mvw.alz.org/events/
mw2OCl/

33

Mvsie Lijrary Association
h c n a l Meeticg
Fejruary 21-25,2301
New Ycrk, New York
h?tp://
www.~usiclijraryaszoc.c.~g/

Extranets 2081
%line k c .
April 30-May 2, 2G01
Santa Cixa, CA
l?t~p:
//
www.extraxeeZ001 .corn/

EB%& 2001
-;>?I,,
1-c.

March 2001
Xone, ltaiy
http://www :$i.com/bic/
c o n i e r e x e s r l .kt?:

*&@renres a; mhich SLA mill be exhibiting

SpeGial Libraries
Association
www.sia.org

f. Unrivaled networking opportunities, bringing you into contact with colleagues
from sixty different countries, in countless fields of interest;

d.Continuous learning, accessible in person and via distance learning, enabling
you t o develop and hone necessary professional and personai competencies;
3 . Career and Employment services aesigned t o keep you on the fast track t o
o
p of your profession;
the b
4%. Access t o SLA's Information Resources Center, available 24 hours a day via
the internet, t o provide information relevant t o the management and operation
o f y ~ special
w
library or information center;

5.Receive

a subscription t o informotion Outlook@, SLAs monthly magazine,
featwing cutting-edge feature articles and the most up-to-date news of the
information profession;
,Substantial savings on SLA's renowned publications, geared toward enhancing
the ~nforrnationexpert's professional knowledge;

7.~ h o ' s'Who

in Spedol Libraries, SLAs annual membership directory, now
available in print and electronic format, and connecting you t o other information
professionais with the turn o f a page or a click of your mouse;
,%LA'SAnnual Conference, bringing together thousands o f in:ormation
professionals and hundreds o f vendors for five days of learning and knowledge
sharing;
,Keep abreast o f current issues and hot topics affecting you and the rest o f
the information profession;
,SLA's dynamic Public Commurrications department, educating the public
regarding the role o f the informa-tion professional and promoting the value o f
the p-ofession,

..
Ci?as$c .;r.&gp$,,n:
Dc?r.;;:iny
tka &{:.(:ryc;f 5(.c.q?3&5p;
When we think of storyteliing, our minds
may return tc when our parents wonld
read us a favorite fable or fairy taie, But,
as Steven Denning of the :Norid s a c k discovered, storyteiring a n also be a pcwerful tool for catalyzicg orgznizational
change. In his booid; The Spipringboard:
How StorytellingIgnites Action in KmwZedge-Em OrganizaCions, Steve tells kis om:
story of storytelling and offers guidance
:c other change ages% on how to master
:he craft. Information Outlooic sat dcwn
with Steve to find out ~ x r ajout
e
Tke
Spri~gboax?,and lo l e a n how you can
use storytelling effectively in your organizat:tion.
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Cuacdo penszmos en contar cuantos,
nuestras mentes nos iievan a cuandc
nuest-cs padres nos f e h m a fZocIa o on
cnento de hadas favorite. Perc, come ic ha
descubierto Steven Denning del Banco
MwI&&, contar cuentos puede ser tmhi6n
e n instxmeeto eficaz gara catarizar el
caxbio orgarLizacionai. X c su iibro, T.k
Spi-;xgbocrd:X m Storytellirg W t e s mtbn
?nKmwledge-Em Organuatiim~Stew nos
euenta su propia kAs:oria con:a?do cuentos
y nos cfrece dkecci6c en come dominx el
arte con otros represenlativos de cam5io.
I z f o m ~ t i Outlook
~n
entrevistk a Steve para
averiguar rx4 s sobre The Sprixgboard, y
para aprender ccmo u?ilizar Ia maera de
contar cuentos de forma efectiva en S'J
orgacizaci6n.
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Brighton: a beautifel city in the soeth of
England, was chosen as the venoe for t?%e
secocd worldwide conference on special
librarianship arranged by ?he SLA. About
650 information professiocais from ail
over tke world gathered in :he Brighton
Hilton .Metropole Ectel to diseuss issnes
concerning ;he profession. Hardly any
other work environment has been tocched
so deepiy by 53e huge developments in
the information indcstry. The world has
icdeed becoxe a global village and we are
a pai*, of t k t . We as special librarians,
informatior, professionals, cy5rarians,
wfiatever yon wis3 rc cali cs, need lo
change to keep u? with ;he needs of onr
ciients, x7e constm?ly have lo develop cew
skiils and we a u s t be willing to be facilitators In introducing aLzr clients to the
possijilities of the Internet.
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Lorsque cons songeons a Yexpressioc u
racocler une hisroire n, m s pensCes se
tourlent pet?-&e vers :Se texps oh 20s
parents nocs lisaient noGe iism prOf6re Ikgeede sa conte de fees. Mais, cozme
Steven Denning de la Saxxqze mondiale i'a
dCcouvert, raconter rice histoire pen:
@t-f ux:out3 p:Assant wand ii
Cg&e-~~ent.
s'agit de catalyser des changements
organisa:ionnek. Dans son livre, The
Spri~bocrd:Ho.3 Stsrytellixg Ignites Action in KiwwkdgeEra O ~ g @ r z f ~ C !Steve
ors~
Cvoque sa propm apkx%nce de ccntenr 2:
donne <es consfiis a m autres agents de
c k a r g e ~ e r ns7xla madere de rnakiser c b
ax.Ixfsmatioorr Cirtkok a ?encone6 Steve
ponr en savoir pius scr T&e S~ipringbonrd
lie pempknj et pour qprendre comment
ies hisloires penver;t @treemi_ployges
efficzcemeni au sein de i'organis~e.
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Yrighson, jolie d i e du sud de I'An@etexe,
a &e chisin comme site du d e n x i h e
congrh mondiai sar k s bi'~ii0thgq'ses
speciaiisees organis4 par fa S 3 . Environ
550 professiocnels de !'informatior, des
quafre coins du monde se sont reoiis 2c
Brighton Siiton Metropok Xotei pcur
discuter de difiCrectes matiPres concerzant
la profession. ii z'esh goere de zn2iec de
travail pin'zit kt6 si profox%menr touch6
por Ios enomes progresos en la industia
par ies 6norni.e~transformations Cans
de la izfomaci6n. En efe-:~, ei ~ - ~ sed a I'icctusL<e de i'info;~~ztion.
Effectivezent,
ha convefido en .LVX ddea glob&y cosotros
le xonde esr devena un village p l a n h i r e
solslos parte de e l k . Nosotros, coma
et cous en faisons partie. En :ant que
Kaliote~rios
especiales,profesiodes de 13.
bibliotk6caires spCciaiisCs, prcfessicnneis
de l'informaticn, cyberWcaires, ou auze
infonzacion, ciber-bibiiotecarios, ic qae
appellation d'erqloi qze v m s d6sizez
desees liamarncs, necesitz~oscaabiar
noas attSxer, nous d ~ o 3 changer
s
pour
para xactenernos a La altura de los
parvenlr 5 saiisfaire ies Sesoins de nos clireqcerimientos de nuestros clientes;
ents, nous devons co,rm?anmenlacqukrir
tecemos que desarrollar nuevas
da nonveIIes fiabile:es et nons devons achabilidades coestaotemente y ctebemos de
ceprer de iaire office de facilitateur qcand
estar dispcestos a ser servldores
nocs faisons cocna?tre nos clients !es
presentdndcle a nuestros clientes las
possibiiitCs d'lnternet.
pcsibiiidades de interr.et.
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(VA] klaSor6es en :.'an 2COS se son?
Las iniciativas de la Asociaci6n Vir:oai
The Y2K Virtmi Asscciation {%'A>iniliaf o ~ l i s e e scr
s ia necessit C de continuer i
Y2K
[AV)
se
enfocaron
en
impulsar
el
developper ia VA p e a r poursnivre
eves focased on further Cevelopicg the VA
AV
para
contir,uar
desarroila
de
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n barzreres zssoci6es 2
to continue re~xovebarriers associated
qukando barreras asociadas con el acceso
I'acch s a w informatiocs de la S 3 par
with access to the association's i n f c z a a la iciormaci6n de h ascciaci6n pcr scs
ses zembres et cllellts d'ch qne ce scil 5
tion by its nzembership and custoxers
miexbms y d e n i e s de cualquier gaze y
c'impcze pwlle knlzrt-. Les initiatives de
frcE anywhere at any?in?e.The VA initiala VA on: et6 6qciiibrCes bl'une =acihre
a cualquier kora. Las irricia5vas de la AV
realiste e: on: pris en cor,sid6raliorr ies
tives were also rearis:ically balanced and
f x r c n t a ~ b i 6 nequilibradas secsatamente
capacitee des xfmbres et leer &sir d'
y tom6 en ~cnsideraci6clas hzbilidades y
considered menzbers' abilities and desires
acckder Oiectronrqaernent Z L ~ Xxfornadesees Ce 10s miembros a tener acceso a
to access inforr:ation electrocicaily. This
tiocs. Ceci s'est accoxpii en Cvahan: les
was done by assessing the me~~bership's la i z 3 x x a c i h de manew elect-drsca. ZS:C
besoins des mer:bres et 3e i'indaslrie zt
se hizo asesorando ios reqcerimientos y
and indmtry's needs and preferences as
k s prefCrecces concernant les possibililes
las peferencias d2 los rniembrcs y la icrelated to the electronic dissemination of
d'Internet h distribution 6lec;rociqx des
dustria en relacibr. con !a distribution de
prodsits e: services de ia SM.
S L i s prodccts and services.
los prodcbos p servicios de la S X .
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t a i l o r e d content t o Feet t h e i n i c r n a t i c p seeds of everyone i n your orgganizat'on. And DesKtop
App?icaxions o f f e r s ? e c i f i c i n f o r m t i o n s c : ~ t ; o ? s t h a t a r e a s easy t o access s s t h e y a r e t o

